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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Bird/Aircraft Strike Hazard (BASH) problem has always been an

issue of concern at Dover Air Force Base, Delaware, primarily due to

the large number of native Canadian geese that winter in the area.

However, with the recent increase in Snow geese wintering in the local

wildlife areas, the Dover birdstrike problem has increased

significantly over the past several years. On 23 January 1983, a fully
* 4

loaded C5A Galaxy aircraft was nearly lost after colliding with a large

flock of geese during takeoff. This near fatal collision again brought

the hazardous bird strike condition at Dover AEB to the attention of

General James Allen, Commander-in-Chief, Military Airlift Caonand

(CINCMAC). General Allen requested that General Marsh and Air Force

Systems Ccmmand (AFSC) provide an immediate capability for the * 4

detection of hazardous bird conditions at Dover AFB in all weather

conditions. The authors from Rare Air Development Center initiated

Project BINWATCH and the results are presented in this report.

We will show the results of radar detection of birds enploying

five different radars at Dover Air Force Base. An illustration of bird

detection employing a radar is given in Figure 1.1. The AN/MPN-14

Mobile Ground Control Approach (GCA) radar's Plan Position Indicator

(PPI) display has two nautical mile range rings with a total diameter

of 20 nautical miles. The radar has a Moving Target Indicator (MTI)

1
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where most of the moving targets displayed are birds. As noted on the

display, the radar return from a large flock of geese appears as large

as the radar return from the C5A aircraft. An example of the costly

and severe damage caused by a bird strike is shown in Figure 1.2. The

debris from the damaged C5A engine pod was sucked into the engine,

chipping the high speed rotor blades and destroying their delicate

balance. Such damage can cause a vibration that can literally rip the

engine apart.

This report documents the efforts performed by the RADC team to

define, analyze, and provide a radar-based bird hazard warning system.

The report begins by briefly describing in Section 2 the Bird/Aircraft

Strike Hazard (BASH) problem at Dover AFB, Delaware. Section 3 defines

the basic parameters of a bird warning system including an important

analysis that determined the sizing requirements of a BIRDWATCH radar

sensor and provided important guidelines for the development of an

operational concept. Section 4 describes the evaluation of available

sensors and analyzes the performance of several radars tested at Dover

AFB. PPI photos and audio/video recordings were taken during the

performance tests of the radars for future use by USAF personnel. The

Dover AFB Wing Safety office has expressed an interest in using this

data in their annual safety training and review programs for aircrews,

groutd crews and control tower and air traffic control personnel.

Copies of this data have also been sent upon request to HQ MAC

personnel, for use in briefing CINCMAC on the problem and in planning

future BIRDWATCH surveillance efforts and procurements; to USAFALCENT

personnel for use in evaluating operational procedures in hazardous

3
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bird environments; and to the BASH squadron at Tyndall AFB, the Air

Force focal point for bird strike problems. Section 5 provides an

overview of the interim BIIRDWATCH system currently operating at Dover

AFB, DE and offers recommendations on how the system could be improved

in the future. Section 6 concludes the report with a summary of the

effort's accomplishments.
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2.0 THE BIRD/AIRCRAFT STRIKE HAZARD (BASH) AT DOVER AFB, DELAWARE

Dover Air Force Base (DAFB) is a Military Airlift Command (MAC)

installation occupying approximately 1477 hectares on the Piedmont

Plateau in Kent County, Delaware. Figure 2.1 shows the location of the
* 0

base in relation to the nearby towns, bodies of water and other

physical and cultural features. Residential and small commercial

districts adjoin the base to the west and northwest with the city of

Dover, the capital of Delaware, centered approximately 3 nm to the

north-northwest. Farmland adjoins the base on the north, cast, south,

and southwest sides. A civilian airport is also located at the

northern boundary. Other cultural features that exist within 5 nm of

DAFB include residental housing, commercial structures typically less

than 5 stories high, and farms with large grain silos and barns.

Figure 2.2 shows the location of several wil'dlife refuges that are

located near the base. The abundance of water and the location along

the Atlantic Flyway make the region a prime waterfowl habitat. Most of

the larger refuges (the Woodland Beach Wildlife Area, the Bombay Hook

National Wildlife Refuge and the Little Creek Wildlife Area) are

located in a stretch of coastal land ranging from approximately 15 nW

north of the base to within a few hunxdred feet to the east-northeast.

To the southeast lies Logan Lane Wildlife Refuge, a recent annex to the

Little Creek Wildlife Refuge. South of Dover Air Force Base are other

noteworthy migratory areas including the Milford Neck Wildlife Area and

an area near Frederica. The bird strike hazard at Dover AFB is, to a

large degree, caused by the proximity of these refuges.
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Bird Species Size Weight Wintering General Comments 0
(in) (avg) Population

Common *1 Oct-15 Apr threat
Canada 32-40 81b,7oz(M) >70,000 pk *Threat altitude:
Goose 71b,5oz(F) 30,000 avg migrating:< 5000 ft.

wintering:< 1500 ft. 0
*Typical flock sizes:

5-15 birds

Greater 23-38 71b,4oz(M) 50,000 pk *1 Oct-15 Apr threat
Snow 61b,2oz(F) 20,000 avg *Threat altitude:
Goose migrating:< 5000 ft. I •

wintering:< 1000 ft.
*Typical flock sizes:
10-30 birds

American 24 31b,5oz(M) >1,000 *Not an important
Brant 21b,12oz(F) threat due to small D •

population in Dover
area

Whistling 48 161b(M) 2,000 pk *Not an important
Swans 141b(F) 700 avg threat due to small

populationi in Dovet I 0

area

Black Duck 21-25 21b,lloz(M) 50,000 pk *1 Oct-15 Apr threat
Mallards 21b,6oz(F) 30,000 avg *Threat altitude:

migrating:< 4000 ft.
wintering:< 500 feet s 4

*Typical flock sizes:
5-10 birds

Marsh Hawks 20-26 21b Not *Threat period: all
Ospreys Available year

*Threat altitude: S •
typ. above 1000 ft.
*Usually flies alone
or in pairs

Gulls 18-28 1-41b Not *Threat period: all

Blackbirds 15 llb Available year S 0

Starlings 15 llb *Threat altitude:
typ. below 500 feet
*Typical flock sizes:
> 100 in fall/spring

TABLE 2.1 - HAZARDOUS BIRD SPECIES AT DOVER AIB, DE [1], [2], [3]
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Among the major species of waterfowl that winter in the area are

the Canada Goose, Greater Snow Goose, Whistling Swans, and several

species cf duck. Table 2.1 lists the size, weights, and other general

information on the waterfowl in the Dover area. The Canadian and snow

geese present an especially dangerous hazard below 1500 feet due to

their large size and the large nurrbers that winter in or migrate thru

the area. Figures 2.3 thru 2.7 depict the damage incurred by a C5A

when it struck a flock of snow geese while taking off. Not only can

radomes and windshields b( shattered but ½ngestion of a single snow

goose can chip an engine blade, causing an imbalance. If the engine is

not immediately shut off, it can virtually self-6estruct sending

1 *.

Figure 2.3 Bird Strike Damage - Snow Goose Passed Thru
Radome And Protruded 1lalfway Out The Other
Side
(Crnir•c-.y of 436 MAW, DAFB, DE) *

1.0

* 4
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fragments thru the eng3ine housing and wings and into the fuselage of

the plane.

Waterfowl census estimates of the last few years [41 are given in

Tables 2.2 arid 2.3. Note the large increas~e in snow goose population

during the last 6 years from a peak of 4200 In 1977 to 35,000 in 19821

An aerial survey taken during 22-23 November, 1983, counted over 94,000

vuterfowl in t~he D~over area including 45,383 ducks, 32,726 Ga3nada

geese, 15,765 Snow geese.. 257 Vnistling swans, and 250 Brant.L51 One

practice that has contriibutcd- to this increase is the renting of tefuge

land to 'local f~armers. As part of the rental agreemrent, the farmers

will raise certain grain crops, lea-ving approximaitely 10 % of the grain

in t~he f ields as feed for the migrating waterfowl. Since the geese

tend to migrate only as far south as necessary to f ind fox3, the

aivailability of grain in fields relatively siafe froLit hunters and0

predators encourage.- the nigrating eseto stay.

liortlih 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

OCtober 73,108 74,106 82,011 51,530 6~5,386

Novobcr 24.408 17,483 34,850 22,6Th9 24,171

ULJUL'dJL 3,711 18,485 27,563 35,289 37,939

Janulary 31, 802 20,206 27,633 1 5,806* 27,34-7

1:dn~ary ~ n~i 54, b1.2 z,

TA!~hEi 2 .2, I;~T I MIi;D CA1'AI lI_ A I /J i P0IUIiAT I N,; I978-192 [4)



MONTH 1.977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

JAN 800 425 6200 10000 17000 8000 0

FEB 1445 375 3400 12000 23000 35000

MAR 125 2675 17000 2250 23000

APR 150 225 150 900 900 1200

SEP 30 250 25 75 200 250 -

OCT 275 2938 1950 5400 6800 15000

NOV 4200 4150 5250 16500 7500 10000

DEC 1300 4825 7200 16500 7500 15000

TABLE 2.3a AVERAGE SNOW GOOSE POPUfAATIONS

(BOMBAY HOOK NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE) [41 6

MONTH 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981. 1982

JANI 1600 850 100(.'- 16000 22000 9500

FEB 1445 700 6500 16500 17000 42000

MAR 0 300 2800 20500 2500 50500

APPl 250 550 300 1500 1500 2000 0

Sl';E 30 500 25 75 200 250

ocT 650 3750 3440 ý9O0 8100 22050

NOV 5500 5575 7450 20000 12500 22000

I)I.2/ ].800 6200 8500 20000 8835 27500 0

TAIBLE 2.3b PFAK SNOW GOOSE POPULATIONS

(01t.OAY I lOOK 1,]A'1'ONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE) [4]
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Figure 2.8 is an aerial photo of Dover AFB and introduces the two

catagories of bird hazards. The first category of bird hazard includes

the gulls, starlings and other pest birds that loaf and feed on or near

the runway and fly up in front of approaching aircraft. While a

specialized pulse doppler radar may be capable of detecting the -

presence of movement on the base or in the adjacent fields [6), a

sophisticated processing capability would be required to reliably

identify the detected movement as dangerous bird activity.

Furthermore, even if a radar system could reliably detect gulls on the

runway or starlings in an adjacant field, a ground crew would still be

required to disperse the birds from the intended path of arriving or

TPN- I M

Figure 2.8 Aerial Photo"raph of Dover AFB
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departing aircraft. The best defense against this hazard is to turn
S

the base grounds, runway areas, and the land off the end of the runways

into undesirable feeding or resting grounds. An assessment of this

BASH problem at Dover AFB and suggestions for reducing the hazard are

contained in an April 1978 report [1] published by AFCEC/DEVN, Tyndall

AFB, FL.

The second category includes the waterfowl and raptors which 0
threaten the Dover aircraft by flying over the base or thru the

approach and takeoff corridors. Figure 2.9 gives an example of typical

bird traffic thru the takeoff corridors during the late afternoon and

early evening. During the morning, the bird traffic is along the same

paths but in the opposite direction. The "air corridor" areas are

centered around the typical takeoff paths. If birds are within this

corridor when a fully-loaded C5A begins to roll down the runway, the

birds may represent a hazard to the departing aircraft. The altitude

of the aircraft as a function of time and distance is given in Table

2.4. Note that the aircraft is in the hazardous region below 1500 feet

for as long as 60 seconds after beginning takeoff!

TIME ALTITUDE GROUND
(SEC) (FT) DISTANCE (FT)
0(begin roll) 0 0

32 0(lift off) 6500
40 100 9500
49 500 16500
60 3000* 25000

*For ambient temperatures < 40 degrees F, gross weights < 650,000.
1500 ft for temperatures > 50 degrees F, gross weights 760,000 lbs.[8)

TATI[AE 2.4 TYPICAL RATE OF CLIMB FOR C5A [7],[81

].6
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LEGEND: AIR CORRIDOR BIRD FLIGHT PATHS W1111

r'01

5 M1

2 MI 4 M

Figure 2.9 Worst case Example of Bird Hazard
(Air Corridor obtained From Ref [7])
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Figures 2.10 thru 2.14 give an indication of the intense bird

activity that can be detected by a surveillance radar sensor. The

figures show a Plan Position Indicator (PPI) output of the AN/MPN-14

GCA radar (Figure 2.15) after processing by a Moving Target Indicator

(MTI) filter. The radius of the display represents 10 nm with range

rings that are spaced 2 nm apart. Excluding the clutter residue ring

within 1 nm of the radar, most of the detections represent flocks of

low-flying birds. In Figure 2.10, notice the large flock at a range of

9 nm and an azimuth of 230 degrees. The successive figures show this

flock flying directly over the base and landing in the Little Creek

Wildlife Refuge northeast of the base. Other large flocks from the

northwest can also be noted traveling toward the base. Most of the

detections within 4 nm also represent flocks of birds which can easily

be distinguished from ground clutter residue and vehicles by

scan-by-scan tracking.

Therefore, a surveillance radar can provide some capability for

detecting the large numbers of birds flying in the vicinity of the

base. On clear days, visual sightings by the control tower personnel

and pilots will remain the best technique for avoiding birdstrikes on

or near the airfield. However, during rainy or foggy weather when

visibility is impaired, a radar sensor may provide the only means of

detecting a hazard. By combining the two techniques in a warning

system, an all-weather capability for reducing the probability of a

catastrophic bird strike can Ix obtained.

18
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Figure 2.15 Photograph Of The AN/MPN-14 Radar At

Dover AFB
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3.0 DEFINITION OF A BI1R)WATCH WARNING SYS'rEM

In order to design a warning systemA that will indicate the

presence of a bird threat to aircraft pilots in suf~ficient time to

I.rev, nt. an '.ncideiit, f',,ur batAc parameters of the problem must be

ckfti~ned. Nirot, the minfirum threat mrust be Uefined quantitatively in

terms that cant be re-3atex-1 to t:he siifety of W~e airkraft and crew, i.e.,

that number o.r Hizo of o bird thicat woicl, may ;rnosh a winduiiiulc. or

cause engine failure if inges~ted. Secondly, tiov u~n'jirous air spiacus

-irouid -he bar4Q, i.c-. 0ho5C rQ9IornS mooT QoCxUp~id by bildiG, 11lUtSt. hu-

identified. Sirco 3'ýeal aircraft fly at tspucifir- variouts altitudes lanu

raognyc oroutyl tho hbnie when piJY: njvariousN pharjetI of flight, the

degree of. dangecr can Ix- related directly Lo thone phasoij of flight.

'Phun, tho qic alt itucder rind rne to b1e COV'-d 07 thc warning

-,yt~m can W, definued iii termi (if, a prinury covcoracje zrua frth n~

dantnjrouo VWLunMM and a ne(condAry coveracjc arow& for local volurwoB

prcccent ing' a lennier thoujhfi not innigin if ieant haz~ard. Third, a warninr9

r6y-!A(!mmuiif- work within the fraiyxwork of an opt..rational. cuncL-pt that

-:] .0iofi suff icifuriL1 t:IITu [ot thu dutectioj i ald conni~unication procuscis.

Wi th the tarq-t ,.iAUzL', the covutLoJL orea'ind U iL tirnini9 deFined, thec

final warning synttem 1'arainetor, thu ii~i ,ci ind ci~actvriiic-u Of the

w rn i rig r'Iidcy r iCu1'Or ca-n Olen lw'. de t( rilli nedI

.3, 1. Hi1rtl Threaut f. i fl it ion

When a thr 'at Ii id t.( ix j t~ dio diir: ii j VQ-Ln'uar~y 19133, tiac

ptdolinln vry thr."Iiit. drk' j witoi irw~ I roii inl init~ia. corijd.ýcur~e of. 5-1.0

,jev 9] ( 40-0( bib; ( if' l~d nva::i) to 5-1.0 duck ii [1jO (15 1ibm. (if. hird

2r0



M-35s). However, a situdy an the Dover ktl' bird~ftr'ile problem per formed

by the !3ASI s'quaidronl in '1978 (1] notmd that .4 out of the 8 strikes in

which the bird species could We identified were raptors which hunt.

ningly or in pairS. Due to the inv~ediacvy of tilt- requirL-itent andi the

potcrtia1. coat in lives atJ mitemial. at stciku, the initial threat was

conservaitivel1y defined as a single goose. This led to the decision to

Obt.-41in "n AN/'PI'N-1'3A rJ~odar and creow to meet the sprinG reureet

Whievoru, thes(-estinvitv, w'4-ru maclu without haviing a documentedj 4

~3,tioi:..hip 1A.-Ween biA id !t;n~id plane! safety. A study Publis iLdIJ y

IIoul: (1,917) [3.1. reývealed thiat, it) thu e-arly 1970's, the. structural

coipnet hut hovu led in t, i fx(-Ku(.nCy WerQ UL~g~llu-S, wings, nose 0 4

olv3 r~adull_-il ar Q.l , AnDd w i 1)idshIIi L,.d:;/' CanoIUe'S ill tat. order

I 'ulr t-.1 icrIrIo)rQ, Ulu 'AUdIY [lj, [1.2) ruvealed that strikes involving "..

ei ginco aryd wi rscrc.-un coimponients account Lor approxinmtely 43% (A alli 4

re-ported3 UiSAP: bird ,Arikf.:s Liid for 77't of all the -:ccidents that. result

inl the loss of aircraft: and/or crcw." Table 3.1 prusnt.4is the results

of ;A more ruce-nt- study by Kull (198'3) [131 which Shows that a similar 0

pat: trn st~i 1 existe!d in Wird stri1kes re~ported during the 1980-1983

I'tnW.id V-1i It hxesive. work LxWing perfurmed on impAct- resistant

winduhicld.s [1141 maýy reduce or chiris nate t~he dange~r of ,:trikL-s to this

comprnpriut-, l itl improvereivit is uxpected inl thu Susc-eptibility of,

LI~ne o damg . oni bird i nge-sticons. TIier e1,o r L-, to egstahlAish the;

bi.rd thcet tuPADC ef.fort focus(-,( on, the, throýat to the engines.

IleFMA is cii~n (2onjucti ny D study on 1ui rd i 1igestiom; 'y high

bypi'ss ti rtiJo tunLI-Aic -jet mci, us 12u~ xists o~n koe' i ny 74V, DC 9,
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IMPACT POINT PERCENT

Engine/Engine Cowling 22.5

Wing 18.0

Windshield/Canopy 15.5

Radome/Nose 13.2

Fuselage 7.8
0 4

External Tanks/Pods/Gears 6.2

Multiple 8.0

Other 8.5

TABLE 3.1 - BIRD STRIKES BY IMPACT POINTS [131

and other aircraft including the C5A, In a recent interim report by
* 4

Frings [15], the FAA revealed the analysis of reported bird strikes

which occurred between May 81 to April 82. Out of the 289 strikes

reported, 188 or 65% incurred engine damage. The number and weight of

the ingested birds could be estimated in 145 of the damaging strikes.

Figure 3.1 presents the bird strike data in terms of bird weight versus

number ot birds injested. Note that 120 of these 131 strikes (91.6%)

involved the injestion of only one bird per engine. Furthermore, of

the 17 strikes resulting in engine failure, 9 (53%) were the result of

ingesting one bird; 5 (29%) were the result of ingesting one bird < 1.5
5 4

lbs, and 11 (65%) were the result of ingesting a bird mass < 4 lbs.

The average weight of an ingested bird was 3P oz with the most likely

weight being 40 oz or 2.5 lbs. The preliminary conclusion of the

27
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BIRD WEIGHT (POUNDS) 4 &

0 1/4 1/2 3/4 1 11/4 11/2 I3N4 2 21/4 21/2 23/4 3 31/4 ABOVE
0.0 0 0 0 0 00

___ 0@ 0 0 8___ 00 0
0 0 00 8o

0 0 0 0
0 0 ' 0

2 
0

NUMBER 
:0-

OF BIRDS
PER ENGINE

4

5

6

7

MORE

NOTE -= ENGINE FAILURE

Figure 3.1 Bird Weight, Number Per Event And Engine
Failure Distribution (DOT/FAA/CT-82/144,
G Frings, March 1983)

study was that failure was likely to occur if a 4 lb. bird was

ingested.

Since a 2.5 lb. bird is the most likely size of an ingested bird

and a single bird of that size has been shown capable of damaging an

engine, it could be chosen as the bird threat. However, the FAA study

was based on data taken worldwide where the predominate bird strike

species was gulls. The study is not indicative of the local Dover

problem where much of the hazardous bird activity that can be usefully

detected by a radar sensor is larger waterfowl. Table 2.1 in the last

section showed that the average weights of waterfowl wintering in the

Dover area ranged from 8 1/2 lbs for male Canadian geese to about 0

28
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2 1/2 lbs for ducks, gulls and hawks. Consequently, a more appropriate
3 0

threat is a 4 lb bird (a small goose or a large duck), which has a high

probability of causing damage if ingested.

The next question is whether it is reasonable to use a single bird
* 0

as the threat rather than a flock. Clearly, in a region with over

100,000 waterfowl and millions of smaller birds, the chances of a

takeoff corridor being completely devoid of birds is almost nil.

However, the primary purpose of the single bird threat is to provide a

model which allows comparison between radars, not to provide a

criterion for an operational warning system. The ability of a radar to

detect the presence of bird activity depends on the number of birds it

attempts to detect at a given instant, i.e. the number of birds within

a resolution cell. The size of the resolution cell is proportional to

the antenna elevation and azimuthal beamqidths and pulse width of the

radar and the range from the radar.

RC = R2 */*g*(ct/2)

where
* 0•

RC =resolution cell in cubic meters

R = range in meters

= two-way elevation beamwidth of the antenna in radians
* 0

two-way azimuthal bearrwidth of the antenna in radians

c speed of light = 300,000,000 meters/second

t pulse width in seconds
2 9
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Since the resolution cells of typical search radars vary from less than

10,000 cubic meters to over 10,000,000 cubic meters, the density of the

rfock in terms of the number of birds per cubic meter would have to be

known to allow comparison. Since flock density is not known, a chosen

approach was to compare performance for a single bird and extrapolate

performance for the case when a larger number of birds exists within a

resolution cell.

3.2 Radar Cross Section (RCS) of Minimum Threat

Several models have been suggested for describing the radar

backscatter from birds [16] ,[17],[18]. The most meaningful models are

those that give a good approximation of the mean radar cross section

(RCS) at microwave frequencies: the water sphere, the prolate spheroid

of water, and the cylinder model. Figure 3.2 presents the RCS formulas

and a sample calculation of the RCS for a 4 lb. bird using each model.

The models describe the optical RCS and do not predict the fluctuations

that would be expected as a function of incident wavelength, bird

movement, or aspect angle.

RCS predictions at X-Band (wavelength = 3.2 cm) using the water

sphere and cylinder models are plotted in Figure 3.3 for the hazardous

bird species in the Dover area. Note that the predicted RCS values are

a strong function of the model chosen, i.e., the cylinder model is 8 dB

below that predicted by the water sphere. However, since all models

relate RCS to the 2/3 power of weight, the differences in RCS between

species is less than 4 dB. Also note that the RCS of a large goose is

far below the 100+ square meters of the C5A and other large aircraft

that frequent Dover •EB. This largo difference in RCS can present

30
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DoENSITY DENSITY
BIN1/ D WATER / 2ETE 3

OF W~d • EIGHT" OF BIND OB
BIND 22 ,I I METER 1,)

p /RI'IErCnoN CowICIErr FOR) 32 24 16 a 0
p . SPH-O'/ INCHES

SPHERE MODEL 0
(YUMF (¶U*ME\ - (4/3*pI.. *R 3

-3 1/3 . EIGH.! 1/3 21t
P. L 2205q

RCS- p *PI * R2  *
FOR WEIGHT - 4 L3 R - .078 MTERS 3 INCHES

ROS w .01 UOW. METERS (-20 dgsm)

PROLATE SPHEROID MODEL
VOLUME) VOLUME~ (/)P.(9

oI MJO AXIS/MINOR AXIS w
3 1,/3 IWE(GHTi 1/3 r1l1/3

RCSi p PIe 2 <El / ISIN ff+') J9( SI
n* WEIGHT -4 L&- A - 7.• INCHES . ," 1.89 INCHES

ROS - .0076 SQUARE METRS (-21.7 dlsm)

.. goo RM - .0200 SQUAR METER (-15.7 d~sm)

CYLINDER MODEL
RCS - SQUARE METERS 5L -

WHERE 6 r .1 Xr ; Xr - k (WEIGHT (LB)) 1/3
k - 5.4 (CM/(ORAMO 1/3 ).415 ( M / (LB) )

L - Xr /1.38 ; d - L/4
FOR WEIHT -w 41 Xr .415 (4) 1/3 ..e METMRS

4 a .0436 SQUARE METERS (-13.8 dlsm)
-. 032 motors) RCS - .002 SQUARE METERS (-26.7 dlsmr)

.107 meters) RCS - .007 SQUARE METERS (-21.5 dBsm)

Figure 3.2 Radar Cross-Section Formulas
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dBsm M1
+10 10

0 = WATER SPHERE MODEL

0 1 '_ CYLINDER MODEL

(POLLON)
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SECTION
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4 [ANALYSIS

-30 .001 4 LB COMMON GREATER L
BIRD CANADA SNOW DUCKS HAWKS

GOOSE GOOSE

Figure 3.3 Radar Cross-Section of Bird Species (X-Band)

significant problems and limitations if a sensor is used to perform

both the Air Traffic Control function on the large aircraft and the

BIED"TCH function on a small number of geese.

3.3 Primary and Secondary Coverage Requirements

When RADC was first introduced to the problem at DAFB, opinions

were sought from the BASH squadron at Tyndall AFB [9] on the coverage

that should be provided around the base. The recomnendations given

were that primary coverage should be provided down the corridors used

for takeoff and landing out to about 6 nm with secondary 360 degree •
coverage of the traffic pattern out to 10 nm. The height coverages

recomended were from treetop leiel to 1700 ft within 6 nm and from

5000 ft down to 300 ft or lower, if possible, out to 10 nm.

3 2
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PHASE MILITARY CIVILIAN
OF (1967-1972) (MAY 81-APR 82)

FLIGHT 2173 DAMAGING 188 DAMAGING
STRIKES STRIKES

TAKEOXFF/ 26% 56% -
CLIMB

APPROACH/ 30% 21%
LANDING

LOW LEVEL 27% N/A -
OPERATIONS

OTHER 17% 23%

* 0
TABLE 3.2 - PERCENTAGE OF STRIKES BY PHASE OF FLIGHT [11,15]

Subsequent investigations supported these original recommendations. " ".

Table 3.2 gives the percentages of damaging strikes by phase of flight

for military and commercial aircraft. The military statistics were

documented by a report by Houle (1977) [11] and represent bird strike

data taken over a 6 year period in which 65 million dollars worth of

damage was incurred. Recent conversations [19] with the BASH squadron

revealed that the percentages in each category have held constant over

the recent years as well. The civilian percentages were obtained from

the FAA interim report by Frings [15]. in each case, approximately 80%

of the strikes occurred during low-level operation. While the primary

33



ENGINE
PHASE TOTAL DAMAGING FAILURE

OF INGESTIONS INGESTIONS INGESTIONS B
FLIGHT (289 EVENTS) (188 EVENTS) (17 EVENTS)

TAKEOFF/ 43% 56% 75%
CLIMB

APPROACH/ 28% 21% 25% 0
LANDING

OTHER 29% 23% 0%

MULTI PLE

BIRD
INGESTIONS 13 11 8
PER ENGINE (5%) (6%) (47%)

MULTIPLE
ENGINE 11 5 1 0
INGESTIONS (4%) (3%) (6%)

TABLE 3.3 - BIRD INGESTION SUfVARY FOR CIVILIAN AIRCRAFT [15]

ALTITUDE FREQUENCY

< 100 FT 21.3% 0 0
100 F• - 500 FT 19.5%
500 FT - 1000 FT 21.2%
1000 Fr - 2000 FT 22.8%
2000 FT - 3000 FT 7.7%

> 3000 FT 7.5%

TABLE 3.4 - BIRD STRIKES BY ALTITUDE (1968 - 1971) [20]
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aircraft at Dover AFB, the C5A, may perform low level operations during
* 0

local training missions, its operational missions have more in conmon

with the large passenger jets than fighters and bombers. Thus the

civilian data, which is expanded in Table 3.3, provides statistics more

appropriate to C5A operational missions. Note that over half of the

damaging strikes and three-quarters of the strikes resulting in engine

failure occur during takeoff when engine thrust is most important and

the plane is most vulnerable!

Another statistic supporting the original reconmmendations is the

distribution of bird strikes by altitude presented in Table 3.4. This

information, derived front a study by Southern (1978) [20], emphasizes

that 85% of the damaging strikes reported between 1968 thru 1971

occurred below 2000 ft. Of the strikes that occurred belaq 100 ft, 75%

occurred while the plane was on the ground. Discussions with BASH

personnel indicated that current bird strike data follow a similar

distribution [19]. Since a radar warning system will not be effective
* 0

for bird activity on or very near the ground or runway, the major

impact of the system will be to provide coverage between 100 ft and

2000 ft where approximately two-thirds of the strikes occur.

Thus, the primary coverage should be the takeoff and landing

corridors originally recommended by the BASH squadron with secondary

coverage in the traffic corridors within 10 nm of the base highly

desirable. In order to define the boundaries of the primary coverage

volume, the timing and processes of a warning system will now be

addressed.
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3.4 Warning System Timing

The development of a warning system must include the timing

required for the following processes to occur:

1. initiation of warning system (request for advisory)

2. detection and assessment of potential threats -

3. perform binary decision on threat existence

4. report advisory to aircraft

5. aircraft takes appropriate action

The time required to perform the above processes and the speeds of both

the aircraft and threatening bird flock determine the range

requirements of the radar sensor.

Figure 3.4 presents an example of warning system timing similar to

that used in the adhoc BIRDWTCH system at Dover ,.FB between March 7

and April 15, 1983. During this time, the BIRDJWATCH system 0

incorporated an AN/TPN-18A GCA radar and crew. Assume that tine 0 is

chosen to represent the time at which a plane begins to roll for a take-

off or begins down the glide slope for landing. Two minutes before

time 0, the BIRDWATCH monitor is notified and begins to monitor the

Plan Position Indicator (PPI) scope for bird activity around the

intended path of the plane. Within 60 seconds (approximately 16 scans

for the AN/TPN-18A radar), a trained operator can estimate the size,

speed, and heading of potentially hazardous bird activity. (Highly

trained operators of the AN/TPN-18A also demonstrated an ability to * 4

obtain crude but useful height estimates to assist in judging the

threat potential of detected bird flocks.) At time -50 seconds, the

3 6
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TM -120 -60 0 60 120 180,,(SEC) I I

BIRD)WATCH NOTIWD RIPORTS
ACTION MONITORS 6

SCOPE

LANDING 11 NU 8 NM AT 8.6 NM TOUCDOM
PLANE FROM FROM GLiDn 0 1000 FT

RUNWAY RUNWAY SLOPE

A A A
PLANE CPAlING ThUG?? 3 NM
TAKEOFF FOR @ 16o00 FT

TAIUOFF IJTOFF

Figure 3.4 Warning System Timing 0

operator makes a binary decision as to whether the threat exists or not

and relays this decision to the requestor. Since the adhoc system used

the Dover AFB Command Post as a middleman between the BIR)WATCH monitor

and the pilots, approximately 50 seconds are allotted for communication

of the advisory to the pilot and for the pilot to take action. Note

that after -50 seconds, no further BIRDWATCH action is assumed to take

place. Therefore, the BIRDVATCH monitor must be able to detect

potential threats within a volume around the intended path of the
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Down Ground Cross
Range Speed* Time Range
(nm) (knots) (seconds) (nm)

0.0 0 0(begin roll)
1.0 233 31 1.44
1.5 286 38 1.52
2.0 330 44 1.58
2.5 369 49 1.64 6
3.0 404 53 1.69
3.5 436 58 1.74
4.0 467 62 1.78
4.5 495 65 1.82

4
*Assumes a constant horizontal acceleration of 12.86 feet/(second
squared) or .0021 nautical miles/(second squared). Derived from
data in Table 2.4 for future C5 capabilities with a gross weight
of 760,000 lbs and ambient temperatures > 50 degrees F.
Note: Cross Range is the distance between the plane's path and the
position of an intercepting bird at t = -100 seconds. Velocity of
the bird is 40 knots or .011 nm/sec.

TABLE 3.5 SAFETY CORRIDOR BOUNDARIES AS A FUNCTION OF
TIME AND POSITION ALONG PLANE'S PATH

* 4

plane, i.e. a safety corridor, to get the plane safely airborne or

landed.

Figure 3.5 presents the shapes and dimens, ,-s of the safety •

corridors for the takeoff and landing cases as would be viewed on a PPI

indicator. When a plane is taking off, the advisory must be adequate

for approximately 60 seconds after the plane begins rolling down the

runway or 180 seconds after the initial request. Table 3.5 provides

approximate values for the range and velocity of a fully-loaded C5 at

various times after the plane begins to roll down the runway. The *

cross range distance between the plane's path and the boundaries of the

safety corridor are also given as a function of tinge and are plotted in
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Figure 3.5a. Since a plane taking off is accelerating, the corridor

has curvilinear sides. A trapezoidal approximation (dashed line) could

be more easily calculated for a worst case example and used in

operational environments.

For the landing case given in Figure 3.5b, the advisory must be 6

valid for a full 180 seconds after time 0 or 5 minutes after the

original request. The 6 nm corridor is assumed to begin at the top of

the glide slopee (time 0) and terminate at the end of the runway. When

approaching the landing corridor, a C5A typically travels at

DOWN
(A) TA• OFF RANGE (t) UNDING

*(NM)

4/

3
2

0
CM OF RU AY CINTIR OF RUNWAY

2 1 0 1 2 2 1 0 1 2 3
CROSS R6NOG (NM) CROSS RANGE (NU)

Figure 3.5a Threat Corridors for Landing Aircraft

Figure 3.5b Threat Corridors for Aircraft Taking Off •
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approximately 140 knots slowing down to about 1.20 knots down the glide

path.[8] If an intercepting bird has a velocity of 40 knots, then the

distance that the bird can travel between time of the BIIDWATCl monitor

period (t = -100 seconds) and intercept time determines the boundary of

the safety corridor. Since the speeds of the bird and aircraft are

assumed to be constant, this corridor has the shape of a trapezoid.

Figure 3.6 presents the contours of the "safety corridors" as a

function of altitude and range. For the landing case (Figure 3.6a),

coverage is required to approximately 7.5 nm at 1500 feet dropping to 4

nm for birds flying at treetop levels. The more hazardous takeoff case

(Figure 3.6b) requires less range (5.5 nm at 1500 feet and 2.25 nm at

treetop levels).

These contours assunm that the birds fly at a constant altitude.

If the birds were assumed to gain altitude, then birds flying under the

glide path can be further out and still intercept the plane at a higher

altitude. This has the effect of requiring more range coverage at the

lower altitudes. Figure 3.7 presents an example of this effect

assuming a vertical velocity of 6 knots. This figure also emphasizes

the seriousness of the "pop-up" problem, i.e. the birds that feed at

the end of the runway and fly up in front of an approaching plane. As

stated in section II, the warning system described in this section has

no capability in providing a reliable warning for the "pop-up" hazard.

In summary, to provide a safety corridor for both landing and

takeoff, a BIRDWATCH radar sensor must be capable of detecting a -20

dbsm bird at a range of at least 7.5 run at 1500 ft altitude and 4 nm

range for birds flying at treetop heights. The next section will
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Figure 3.6a Required Birdwatch Coverage For Landing
Aircraft (Bird Speed = 40 Xnots At Constant
Altitude)
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Figure 3.6b Required Birdwatch Coverage For Take-Off
(Bird Speed = 40 Knots At Constant Altitude)
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Figure 3.7 Required Birdwatch Coverage For Landing Aircraft
(Bird Has A Vertical Velocity of 6 Knots)

*

determine the size and parameters cf the radar sensor necessary to

achieve this performance.

4 2

*
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4.0 EVALUATION OF CANDIDATE RADAR SENSORS

This section will describe the approach and efforts expended in

selecting a BIRDWATCH sensor. First, the range equation for search

radar will be introduced as a figure-of-merit (FOM) for evaluating

sensors. The primary and secondary coverage requirements and the bird

threat developed in the last section will be used to establish a

minimum FOM for the birdwatch sensor. Since the immediate requirement

demanded the use of an existing system, several radars listed in The

Handbook of U.S. Radar Equipnent, MIL-HDBK-162B, and a recent survey

of U.S. Navy radars were screened for potencial use. An evaluation of

the radar chosen to satisfy the immediate requirement in March 1983 is

provided and the experience is used to help analyze three candidate

systems for the interim requirement. The section ends with an analysis

of the one-on-one tests performed during the fall of 1983.

4.1 Radar Range Equation and a Figure of Merit

The range equation for a search radar provides a first-order

figure of merit (FOM) for comparing the detection performance of

various radar sensors. A useful form of the range equation, derived in

Appendix F, is given in equation (4.1) which relates the requirements

of the system to radar parameters commonly listed in specification

summaries.

(4.1) FOM = Pt Ap t. = (47T) ip R4(S/N)

K Ts Y ( E losses)

Table 4.1 lists the definitions of the important parameters. This FOM

compares the effective radiated energy of the sensor to +-he noise

energy competing with the return. To allow candidate radars to be
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5 0

Pt = average transmitter power (watts)
ts = time taken to perform one volume scan (seconds)
RPM = revolutions per minute GrX2
Ae = effective aperture (square meters) = 4- -
Gr = power gain of the receiving antenna
X = wavelength (meters)
S= radar cross section of target (square meters)

= angular volume searched (steradians) t- 2irE c
Oe = one-way 3 dB elevation bearwidth (radians) e
h = height of antenna aperture (meters)
Le = inefficiency of antenna due to weighting
(S/N) = minimum integrated signal-to-noise ratio at threshold detector

A 17.7 dB (sw I, Pd = .8, Pfa = af6)
K - Boltmann's constant = 1.37 x 10-23 w-s/ K = -228.6 dBw-s/ K
Ts = system noise temperature (degrees Kelvin) = Ta +Ttr + Ltr To (NF-1)
NF = noise figure of the receiver
Ta = antenna noise temperature (degrees Kelvin) A 100 K
Tr = noise temperature of transmission lire and passive components 0 4

connecting the antenna and the receiver (degrees Kelvin) = To(Ltr-i
L = transmitter power loss due to azimuth weiqhtlnq
P•(0,ý,R) = propagation factors = 1 for free space
Lb = mismatch loss of receiver bandpass filter= Bn"
Bn = noise bandwidth of the receiver (Hz),% 3 dB bandwidth
T = pulse width (seconds) P
Li = non-coherent integration inefficiency of equal amplitude pulses

(2.4 log NP (5<Np<30); 3 log N (30<N0<100) T aPRF
N = number of pulse-s per one-way antenna beamwidth = u 60 !

ea one-way azimuthal beamwidth (degrees)
PRF = pulse repetition rate (pulses per second)
Lp = pattern loss t-1.6 dB 0
Lt = plumbing loss in transmitter

Lr = non-ohmic loss and ohmic loss not included in noise temperature
or receiving antenna gain

Latin = loss in atmosphere (2 way)
Lrain = loss in absorption by rain = .0011 (3.2/f) 8.r (dB/Km)
fr= radar operating frequency (GHz)
r rain rate (mm/hr)
L log additional loss in non-coherent integration when a logarithmic

detector is used% .5 log NP
Lftc = loss in S/N by FTC~3dB
R = range (meters)

TABLE 4.1 DEFINITION OF TERMS FOR RADAR IPAN(,E EQUATION
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screened quickly, the FOM uses only four parameters commonly given in

specifications:the average transmitter power (Pt);tbe effective •

aperture of the receiving antenna, (Ae); the time required to scan the

volume, (ts), and the system noise temperature, (Ts).

To establish the minimally acceptable FOM, the four system 0

parameters listed on the left of the equal sign in equation (4.1) must

be defined by the sensor requirements established in the previous

section. These parameters are the detection range; the angular volume

to be searched; the cross section of the bird threat to be detected and

the signal-to-noise ratio required to provide a minimum probability of

detection (Pd) at an acceptable probability of false alarm (Pfa).

The detection range is the maximum detection range requirement in

the BIRDWATCH system for a 4 lb bird, i.e. the landing coverage

requirement of 7.5 mn at an altitude of 1500 feet. The angular volume • -

searched is defined by the elevation and azimuthal angles required to

be searched in the system. The requirements for coverage down the 2.7

degree glide slopes and for 300 to 5000 feet altitude coverage at 10 nm 0

leads to a minimum elevation coverage from the horizon up to about 4.5

degrees. For the landing/takeoff corridors, only four 20 degree

azimuth sectors are necessary. However, to provide the secondary 6

coverage, a 360 degree capability is required. Since many of the

systems considered are 360 degree scanning systems, a 360 degree

(azimuth) by 4.5 degree (elevation) volume is assumed in the 0

calculations, Therefore, the required angular search volume is

approximately 0.5 steradians.

The average radar cross section (RCS) of a 4 lb bird threat was
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shown in the last section to be - 20 dBsm. However, this value is

averaged over all aspects of the bird. The instantaneous RCS of a bird

or a flock of birds fluctuates over a periods exceeding two seconds.

Therefore, for radars that have scan periods exceeding 2 seconds, the

RCS of a bird flock fluctuates about the mean value of -20 dBsm from -

scan-to-scan and, for single frequency channel systems, the

fluctuations are assumed to follow Swerling 1 statistics.

The last parameter, the signal-to-noise ratio, was not explicitly - A

defined in the last section but is related to the assumptions on what

is required for a human operator to reliably detect, acquire, track and

assess the size of a bird hazard within a given tiae limit. In the

warning system timing example described in Section 3, the BIRDWATCH

monitor was allocated 60 seconds to detect birds in the vicinity of the

aircraft's path and identify potentially hazardous traffic. The . .

detection of a bird flock requires at least two hits on the PPI display

within 2 to 4 scans (blip scan ratio = 2/2 to 2/4). Crude estimates of

speed, heading, and relative size requires one or two more detections

within the next two or three scans. Thus for one flock at least three

or four detections in a minimum of three to seven scans (blip scan

ratios = 3/3 to 3/7) are necessary to allow the operator to make a

reasonable estimate of a single isolated threat. Unfortunately, as

shown in Figure 4.1, the operator is often forced to make estimates on

several targets simultaneously within a small period of time. In such 0 4

cases, the quality of the estimates will increase significantly with an

increase in the blip scan ratio or probability of detection (Pd). For

the purposes of this analysis, a (Pd) of .8 (blip scan of 4/5) 0
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Figure 4.1 AN/MPN-14 Radar PPI, 2 nm Range Rings, 2Onm
Diameter, Time 1718, March 10, 1983
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has been chosen as a reasonable compromise, requiring approximately 4

to 5 scans to perform the required estimates. Since Swerling 1

fluctuation statistics are assumed to describe the RCS of the bird,

this (Pd) corresponds to a S/N = 17.7 dB (Pfa = 10-6) "

Inserting these values into equation (4.1), the figure of merit

required for the candidate sensors is -221.5 dB watt-seconds/degree

Kelvin (w-s/K) or 7.08 x 10-23 w-s/K. Finally, note that with 5 or

more scans required to perform the required estimates on multiple

detections within the allocated 60 seconds, the maxim= allowable scan

period of a potential BIRD1MATCH sensor is 12 seconds.

4.2 Ccvparison of Available Sensors

Figure 4.2 presents a scatter plot of a few of the sensors

initially considered for meeting the immediate BIRDWATCH requirement

during February 1983. The ordinate, is the FOM and the abscissa is scan

time (ts ). Potential candidate sensors were those that met or

exceeded both requirements. Since the FOM is only a first-order -

screening tool, those sensors near the boundary such as the larger

marine radars were also considered as potential candidates.

Table 4.2 provides the various merits and demerits of several

candidate systems. One surprise to the investigators was that few

radar sensors listed in the DOD inventory offered a three dimensional

(3-D) surveillance capability, i.e. range, azimuth, and altitude

information on target detections, or modern doppler processing.

Altitude estimates on the detected bird traffic would allow better

discrimination between true hazards and bird traffic that is safely

below or above the intended path of the aircraft. Doppler processing,

such as MTI, allows the detection of targets moving to or from the
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FIGURE 4.2 A Scatter Diagram Comparing Available Sensors
With Requirements

radar sensor in the presence of stronger radar reflections from trees,

buildings, and other stationary scatterers on the earth's surface.

While many radar systems were considered and several systems met

or exceeded the FOM requirement, most were unacceptable for one reason

or another. Some of the sensors were eliminated as viable

alternatives because although, they were in the DOD inventory, they

could not be obthined for the BIRDWATCH effort, or rould not he
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installed within a week's time. Others were rejected because they were

no longer in DOD inventory or available from a contractor. Some, like

the AN/TPS-43 radar, far exceeded the FOM requirements and offered 3-D

and signal processing advantages. However, the recovery time of the TR

components limited the short range capability to approximately 3 to 5

rin, making it useless for a BIRDWATCH function. Furthermore, if

installed at Dover AFB, this long-range S-Band system, which transmits

a multimegawatt phase-coded pulse , could interfere with the AN/MPN-14 -

or AN/GPN-20 GCA systems located within a few thousand feet and

operating at a slightly lower frequency.

The surveillance radar of the AN/MPN-14 performing the GCA•

function during February and March 1983 offered Moving Target Indicator

(MTI) processing and was potentially able to provide a useful all

weather two dimensional BIRDWATCH capability. In addition, the

Precision Approach Radar (PAR) associated with the AN/MPN-14 system

offered 3-D information on one landing corridor. However, the

AN/MPN-14 shelter contained no extra scopes or space for a BIU2WATCH

operator. Furthermore, uncertainty of the system's ability to

simultaneously perform its primary Air Traffic Control function and

BIRDWATCH function excluded the use of the AN/MPN-14 for the spring of

1983.

The AN/GPN-21 surveillance radar, w-hich with the AN/GPN-22 PAR and

various ccmiunications and supporting equipment form the AN/GPN-20 GCA

system, offered capabilities similar to the AN/MPN-14. Unfortunately,

it was being installed during that winter and would not be available

until April 1983.
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Even modification Qf modern short range systems like the AN/TPQ-36

and prototype systems like the Hughes LSAR were investigated in an

attempt to provide modern 3-D and Doppler processing capabilities.

However, by the end of February, it was concluded that the best radar
* 0

available to meet the immediate BIFDWATCH sensor and manning

requirements by early March was the ARMY AN/TPN-18A, which was

available with well-trained ARMY operators and maintenance personnel.

The AN/GPN-21 was tagged as a promising interim sensor for use

beginning in the fall of 1984 and until a far term solution is

procured. In the event that the AN/GPN-21 may not be able to

simultaneously perform the ATC and BIRDWATCH functions or was found to

be unsuitaole for other reasons, the AN/TPN-18A and the older

AN/FPN-40, as well as their modern com'ercial counterparts, the Mark V

Uild tU7 M ik VI, WeLe Identifieu as backup sensors.

* 0 0

* 0 0
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II

Figure 4.3 AN/TSQ-71B System Consisting Of AN/TPN-18A *
Radar, Operator Shelter, Diesel Generator
And Repair Shelter.

4.3 Evaluation of the AN/TPN-18A BIRDWATCH Performance, Spring 1983 0

Figure 4.3 is a picture of the AN/TSQ-71B tactical GCA radar

system. In the foreground is the AN/TPN-18A radar which consists of

both a search and precision approach antennas. In the background are -

the diesel power generators, the operators shelter, and, barely

visible, the maintenance shelter.

Figures 4.4 through 4.6 present the PPI display viewed by the

AN/TPN-lSA BIPDV.ATCH operators. The range rings are spaced 1 nm apart

giving a maximam display radius of 5 nm. The photographs were taken

approximately 4 minutes apart. Most of the detections on these photos

represent backscatter from buildings, trees, and other objects on the

ground. These returns are distinguished from moving targets in that
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they do not move as a function of time. Birds, as well as planes,

cars, etc. can be identified on the photos by their movement. For

example, the Figures 4.4 through 4.6 show bird activity approximately

1.5 nm east of the radar. The photos also show how much the return

from the birds can fluctuate, complicating the detection and tracking

problem for the operator.

The AN/TPN-18A was operational on 7 March 1983 and a BIRDWAT•i

warning system similar to that described in Section 3 was operational

on 8 March 1983. By 11 March 1983, a preliminary assessment of the

advisory's capabilities and limitations was completed and briefed to

the 436 MAW Vice Wing Commander and the 436 MAW Chief of Safety.

Figure 4.7 shows how the coverage of the AN/TPN-18A corresponds to the

air corridors and typical bird traffic. Important points brought out

in the assessment were the following:

* Within 1 nm: The ability of the system to monitor birds is

limited by the ground clutter returns from the grassy surface, trees,

buildings and stationary aircraft. The system provides no warning

capability for avoiding birds that fly up from the ground in front of

approaching aircraft. While experiments showed that raising the

antenna elevation angle will reduce the clutter from the runway to the

point that sea gulls flying 20-50 feet above the runway can be seen on

the PPI display, this antenna position does not allow good observation

of the geese approaching the takeoff and landing corridors. An

antenna tilt of 2-3 degrees was chosen as a comfpromise to provide good

detection of the geese flying off the end of runway 010/190. This

angle also reduced the backscatter from the runway to the point that
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the operator could clearly define the takeoff and landing corridors and

track a large plane rolling down the runway.

* 1 to 2 nm: Due to screening, clutter returns were from

structures above the surface i.e., tree lines, buildings, telephone and

power line poles, etc. From the northwest thru the north, and east to

the southeast, clutter returns were sparsely distributed allowing a

trained operator to reliably monitor bird activity. From the northwest

thru west to the southeast, clutter returns from the buildings and S

other structures prevented any reliable coverage. The antenna

elevation angles between 2 and 3 degrees represented a compromise

between ground clutter-limited close-in coverage (within 1.5 nm) and S

good detection of low-flying birds beyond 2 nm. For the main runway

010/190, the AN/TPN-18A provided fair-to-good coverage of the landing

corridor to the north. The-major blind spot is for low-flying birds

coming from the west or southwest and flying directly over the runway.

* Beyond 2 nm: Close-in buildings and tree lines screened the

surface of the ground and most of the structures beyond 2 nm. This 0

provided large areas with no interfering clutter and allowed good to

exccllent coverage for birds flying above 300 feet from the northwest

thru the north to the southwest and poor to excellent coverage over the 0

remaining azimuths. Again, due to the height of some of the hangars,

the radar was essentially blind at certain western azimuths for

low-flying bird hazards. Other details are given in Appendix D. . •

4.4 ALudlybio Z PO...a..l Interim Sensors

During July 1983, tests were performed on the AN/GPN-21 (Figure

4.8) to determine iLs capabilities and limitations for performing the
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Figure 4.8 Photograph Of The AN/GPN-21 Radar's Antenna
On 66 Foot Tower
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BIfDWATCH function. Parameters measured or documented included the

subclutter visibility (SCV), the sensitivity time control (STC)

waveforms, the use of the passive antenna beam, the electrical tilt of

the main antenna beam and the use of range-azimuth gating (RAG) of

additional attenuation to inhibit clutter breakthru. One of the

problems encountered, however, was the lack of bird-like test targets

to test the capability of the MTI and demonstrate the effects of

screening and multipath in the local environment.

Using theoretical estimates for clitter amplitudes typical of the

Dover environment, it was estimated that the radar had to have a

subclutter visibility (SCV) factor, as defined by the measurement

instructions given in the Technical Order 31P5-2GPN21-2, of at least 30

dB to adequately detect a -20 dBsm bird flying off the end of runway

01. Unfortunately, the measured SCV of the GPN-21 system after

calibration was only 22 dB, or 8 db short.

An attempt to detect a radio controlled model airplane at the end

of the runway verified this shortcoming. Except for the electronics,

control cables and the engine, the plane was fabricated of low

backscattering balsa wood . The radar cross section of the small

airplane was assumed to be dominated by the engine which was estimated

to have an RCS of approximately -21 dBsm, roughly the RCS of a 4 lb

bird, The aircraft was operated at the end of runway 010 approximately

1 nm from the AN/GPN-21. Since the radio controlled aircraft had to * 0

stay within visual range of the operator, the plane flew in a race

track pattern of less than 1/4 mile. Unfortunately, the target could

not be detected among the clutter residue and false alarms due to *
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noise. Since adequate detection performance of birds could not be

adequately demonstrated at this time and the potential conflict with

the AN/GPN-21's ATC function could not be satisfactorily resolved,

alternative sensors were pursued to provide a BIRDWATCH operation in

October 1983 and to allow one-on-one tests with the AN/GPN-21 later in

the fall.

The backup candidates identified in Section 4.2 were the

AN/TPN-18A, the AN/FPN-40, and their commercial variants. The

AN/TPN-18A is a solid-state ARMY system that is currently replacing the

older tube version AN/FPN-40 systems operating overseas. Furthermore,
6

the available AN/TPN-18A systems are scheduled to be upgraded by

providing an MTI capability. Since these systems were in demand, they

were not available for a long term loan to the Air Force. The
S

commercial variants would cost up to 2 million dollars per copy and

could be obtained with some MTI capability. However, the systems would

have no more capability in rain than the TPN-18A. Since the RADC team

believed that the AN/GPN-21 would ultimately prove to be a far better

system in a one-on-one test, these systems were not proposed.

However, the AN/FPN-40 systems being replaced by the AN/TPN-18A

would be available from the ARMY for the cost of transporting the

hardware to Dover AFB and could be logistically supported through a

nearby ARMY depot for this fall and winter. With the addition of an

inexpensive low-noise amplifier, the performance of the AN/FPN-40 would

be identical to the AN/TPN-18A. Due to the low initial costs and

availability of logistic support from the ARMY, installation of the

AN/FPN-40 was initially proposed to HQ/MAC personnel in August 1983 to
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provide a BIPDVATCH capability until one-on-one tests with the

AN/GPN-21 could be performed. However, due to concern expressed by 0

HQ/MAC and AF-C personnel on the reliability and maintainability of

this older tube-type system, other alternatives were investigated.

Since the initial attempt to provide a bird hazard capability

involved the use of a marine radar loaned by NRL, there remained

significant interest in the possibility of using one or more marine

radars for the interim sensor. The main advantages of these systems,

shown in Figure 4.9 were thrir low acquisition costs and reputation for

reliability. The main disadvantage was that their figure of merit

given in Figure 4.2 and Table 4.2 predicted detection performances

ranging from 10 to more than 23 dB below the required capability.

However, for completeness, they were included as a alternative sensor

with and without modifications that would improve their performance.

4.4.1 Free space detection range versus requirements

The free space detection range of a radar sensor can be calculated

using another form of the range equation given in equation (4.2).

(4.2) (S/N) P A, Lp L, Lh Li L, Lt,- Lr Laat- Lr~in F (4 , R)
(47) R4 K Ts

The term "free-space" means that propagation, multipath and clutter

effects are not included in the calculation. In order to obtain a

better estimate of performance than given by the FOM, assumptions have

to be given for the losses that exist in each system. Table 4.1 gives

the definitions of these losses and of the other parameters. Table 4.3

lists the calculated or assumed values for each parameter and presernLO
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the calculation of the detection ranges at the center of the antenna

beam for the AN/GPN-21, the AN/TPN-18A, two off-the-shelf marine S -

radars, and a modified S-Band system using marine radar electronics.

The detection range for the AN/GPN-21 was close to the range

estimated in Table 4.2 because the losses and antenna pattern were S •

close to the values assumed in the FOM calculation. The range for the

AN/TPN-18A was more than predicted in Table 4.2 because the loss values

YTHEO.

* 5

A -

Figure 4.9 Photograph of the Van-Mounted X-Band Marine
Radar Tested at Dover AFB

* 0
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were about 2 dB less and the 3.2 degree (-3 dB) elevation beanuidth of

the antenna is smaller than the 4.5 degrees used in the FOM

calculation. The lower energy short pulse mode would have a detection

range of approximately 7 nm. Similarly, differences in the calculated

detection ranges for the two off-the-shelf marine radars using the two

equations are due primarily to the differences between the elevation

beamwidth used in the FOM calculation and the marine radar's 20 to 22

degree elevation beanmwidth.

Figure 4.10 cc-opares the free-space coverage of the AN/TPN-18A and

the Raytheon 125018X marine radar. Note that the free-space detection

envelope of the AN/TPN-18A presented in Figure 4.10a provides a good

match to the required elevation and range requirements using the lower

energy short pulse (0.2 microsecond) mode, while the marine radar's

free-space detection envelope in Figure 4410b not only falls short in

range but is poorly matched to the required elevation coverage.

The modifications to the S-Band marine radar improve the match to

the elevation coverage requirements and double the detection range thru

the use of a larger antenna aperture and the addition of a low noise

anplifier. These modifications were chosen because the antenna is

available from DOD warehouses and the modifications could be

implemented relatively easily. Note that all calculations are

"optimistic" by a couple of decibels due to uncertainties in the

plumbing loss in each radar. *
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4.4.2 Detection limitations due to ground clutter

Figure 4.11 presents the ground clutter map of the AN/GPN-21.

Except for the coast line to the east, the ground clutter extends for

approximately 5 nm, requiring the use of a Doppler processing technique

to obtain detection of birds and small aircraft. The AN/GPN-21 uses a

Moving Target Indicator (MTI) system which allows the selection of

various 2-pulse or 3-pulse canceller configurations to attenuate the

stationary ground clutter. The capability of an MTI radar to reduce

the large clutter background and still provide a sufficient

signal-to-(clutter-plus- noise) ratio to detect a small moving target

is sometimes called the "subclutter visibility" (SCV) of the radar. In

the measurements defined in the AN/GPN-21 manuals, the SCV is equal to

the inrprovemepnt in noise-to-clutter ratio obtained by the MTI filter in

decibels minus the single pulse signal-to-(clutter-plus-noise) ratio in

Aecibels required to achieve a 50% probability of detection of the

il on an A-scope. For an MTI filter, the average power gain of the
* 0

is equal to the power gain of a target signal averaged over all

velocity. Therefore, the noise-to-clutter irmprovement for an MTI is

equal to the "ihprovement factor", a standard term for the improvement

ii- signal-to-clutter ratio. The measured SCV of the AN/GPN-21 in the

3-pulse MTI canceller configuration was approximately 22 dB, inferring

an improvreent factor of approximately 35 dB. The primary limitations
* 0

oU L' AN4/GPN-21's improvement factor is the freq•uncy instability of.

";,i•" ,•i -n i ronsmittic und scaniminy modulatLion.
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Figure 4.12 Theoretical Calculations of Power Returns
From Ground Clutter, Aircraft, and Birds
as a Function of Range

Figures 4.12 thru 4.14 illustrate the limitations of the AN/GPN-21

MTI capability. Figure 4.12 plots a theoretical mean ( 10 percentile)

and median (50 percentile) clutter levels typical of the Dover

environment versus the backscatter of a bird and a large aircraft. If

a signal/(clutter+noise) (S/(C+N)) ratio equal to 17.7 dB is needed to

provide adequate performance, little attenuation of the clutter is

7 1
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required to detect the aircraft at 1 nm. However, at the same range,

the improvement factors required to provide adequate detection

performance are 30 dB in the median clutter and over 50 dB in the mean

clutter. At 3 ,lm, the required improvement factor drops to about 15 dB
* 0

and 35 dB, respectively, which is within the range of the AN/GPt4-21

capabilities.

However, the improvement factor describes a capability in clutter

that is averaged over all possible velocities. Since the MTI is a

filter, the AN/GPN-21's capability to detect a given target at a given

instant depends on the radial velocity of the target,i.e. the velocity
* S

component toward or away from the radar. Figure 4.13a presents the

filter responses of the two and three pulse cancellers implemented in

the AN/GPN-21. The responses are normalized to the canceller gain

averaged over all velocities (also known as the noise gain of the

filter). Therefore, the 0 dB point on the ordinate corresponds to the

improvement factor previously given and also to the detection range

given in Table 4.3. Targets with radial velocities that provide

integration gain can be detected at a longer distance; targets with

radial velocities that provide a loss with respect to noise must be
p 0 0

closer to be detected with a Pd of 0.8. For example, the AN/GPN-21 at

Dover AFB uses a double (3-pulse) canceller. For a bird travelling

toward or away from the radar at 30 knots, the filter response is

approximately 1 and the estimated detection range is the 15 nm given in

Table 4.3. However, for a bird travelling at 10 knots toward or away

from the radar, the filter response is (.02) . This corresponds to a
* S 6

relative detection range of (.376) and a estimated detection ranje of
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Figure 4.14 Detection Performtance of AN/GPN-21 as a

Function of Bird Radial Velocity and STC

(.376) x 15 nnm 5.6 rn. Finally, birds thdL have little or no radial

velocity component will have such a low filter response that they will.

not be detectable at any range containing clutter.

Figure 4.13b shows a similar plot for a pulse Doppler filter as

used in the AN/GPN-25. With this system, an excellent improveme~nt *
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factor is combined with the integration gain of the filters to provide

excellent detection of the bird activity at radial velocities as low as

4 knots.

Another parameter of the AN/GPN-21 that can severely impact

detection of birds is the sensitivity time control (STC) attenuation.

The STC changes the receiver gain as a function of range to prevent

large returns from clutter or large aircraft from overloading the

receiver. Figure 4.14 illustrates the combined effects of SI and the

MTI processing on the detection performance of the AN/GPN-21 (single

channel) as a function of range. Assumptions include an MTI

improvement factor of 35 dB, the use of the main beam rather than the

passive beam, linear po."-vijzation, and the mean clutter values given in

Figure 4.12. The curve, -'"e plotted for a probability of detection of

0.8 and include the thri' . waveforms implemented at Dover AFB during

July 1983. No digital video integration or enhancement mode is

assumed.

Within 2 nrm of the radar, the poor SCV performance of the radar .......... .

allows adequate detection of flocks consisting of 10 or more birds and

then only if they have a radial velocity equal or exceeding 30 knots.

Beyond 2 nm, the sensitivity of the radar at each radial velocity is

determined by the choice of STC waveform used. Since the STC waveform

is chosen primarily to satisfy the requirements of the ATC function

under existing weather conditions, a simultaneous BI1DWATCH capability

using the AN/GPN-21 can be severely compromised.

The limitations of the AN/TPN-18A sysLern due to qround clutter

were described in section 4.3. Since the system lacks an MTI or any
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other capability for detecting weak moving targets over stronger
I 0

stationary scatterers, it derives its ability to provide scme degree of

performance thru the use of screening (see Section 4.4.4) and a small

resolution cell.
* 0

Figure 4.15 presents the ground clutter displayed on the PPI of a

162512X X-Band marine radar while it was at Dover AFB during the last

week of October 1983. Like the AN/TPN-18A, this system lacks an MTI
* 0

and cannot detect small targets in stronger clutter. However, due to

the higher resolution of the system, the clutter from the runways,

fields and the earth's surface is reduced, allowing better detection of

the planes on the base.

4.4.3 Detection limitations due to weather clutter

Weather clutter can inhibit the detection of a target in two ways.

First, as the radar energy passes through a rain storm, the raindrops

attenuate the energy passing on to the target thru scattering and

absorption, reducing the power received from the target. Second, a

portion of the scattered energy is received by the radar receiver,

masking the reflected energy of the target. The equations used to

estimate the attenuation and reflectivity of a volume of rain are given

in Table 4.4. For short ranges within 10 nm, the attenuation of rain

is negligible. Therefore, the signal-to-(clutter + noise) ratio in

rain can be given by equation (4.3) where 0c is the radar cross section

of the rain clutter and Z is a function of the radar parameters given

in Table 4.3. (See Appendix F)

(4.3) S/C+N) = (S/N) • (N/C+N) = a 'c 0c + R'
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3 0

Rainfall Rate Nv = 6.12 x 10-14 rl' 6/X4

Volume Reflectivitv
Relationship (m2/m3)

Attenuation Factor k = .00013 (f) 2 "36r
(dB/nm, one way)

where
r = rainfall rate, millimeters/hour S= 

wavelength, meters
f = frequency, gigahertz

TABLE 4.4 WEATHER BACKSCATTER AND ATTENUATION RELATIONSHIPS

As the rain fall rates increase, the weather clutter becomes

stronger and the range at which the required S/(C+N) is obtained or

exceeded decreases. Circular polarization reduces the backscatter from

weather by up to 20 dB but also reduces the backscatter from birds as

well. Table 4.5 shows how the detection range is degraded for four

candidate radars. For the X-Band systems, any rain of a drizzle or

more presents a severe degradation of tle system performance even with

the use of circular polarization, making the system useless for

detecting birds in the midst of the rain. The S-Band systems, on the

other hand, maintain useful detection ranges through light-to-moderate

rainfall rates. Since waterfowl do not fly in rainrates above 4 nm/hr

very often or for any significant distance, the S-Band systems provide

essentially an all-weather bird hazard detection capability within the

limits of their detection range.
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4.4.4 Detection limitations due to screening

The coverages given in Section 4.4.1 assume a free space

environment, i.e. no blockage of the radar beam by trees, buildings,

or other structures and no nulls or extended ranges due to multipath.

In the Dover AFB environment, the measured coverage of each radar will

differ from the predicted free space coverages previously given due in

part to diffraction, refraction, multipath, and screening. These

functions are often lumped into a propagation pattern term F(R,e,0) p

which is a complex time-varying function of range, azimuth, and

elevation. At short ranges, F(R,6,ý) is dominated by multipath and

screening effects of the local environment. While the measurement of

multipath and attentuation factors at all angles, elevations and ranges

were beyond the scope of this effort, their qualitative effects can be

described through the following examples.

Figure 4.16 shows the effects of 0.5 degree screening on the

coverage of the AN/TPN-18A system. The dashed line shows the free

space coverage given earlier in Figure 4.10a; the solid curves shows

the detection range assuming a knife-edge diffraction over 50 foot

trees located I in from the radar. W•hile coverage of the glide slope

and altitudes above 1,000 feet ayr not sev.e.rely effected, the system

can not meet the required detection coveraige:. for a single 4 lb bird at

the lower altitudes using the lower eniergy :shiort p iuse m .Je. Use of

the higlher one'_gy mode. a'll-'"A ti( syn-te.m to extend its coVeatAge doWn too

altitudes of 400-500 fe.et.

In Section 4. , it wus tjot(:d t1i ,ut theu n[,'11I i ,-l A :i'y/s[ .i blind

to low flying ci rus approaclhlivj .l . wet.... .s A.
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demonstrates how the coverage of the system was degraded from screening

by the tall hangars approximately one mile away. At 500 feet, the 4 lb

bird threat could be reliably detected at ranges less than 3.5 nm, 1.5

rm short of the 5 nm requirement. It should be noted that the use of

knife-edge diffraction to estimate the range reduction by screening is

optimistic; actual performance could be as mich as 30 dB worst.

While screening does degrade some aspects of a radar's

performance, it also provides scme advantages. For instance, for

radars without MTI or other doppler processing capabilities, screening

reduces the clutter from behind the screening structures, providing a

cleaner display to the operator and better detecti.on of the

higher-flying birds. Also, since much of thu low-flying bird traffic

outside of the .anding and takeoff corridors is not a hazard to any

aircraft, the screening of such traffic reduces the load on the

operator and reduces the number of false hazards that may otherwise be

reported to circling planes. Since the AN/GPN-21 is mounted on a

66--foot tower and incurs little blockage by the local buildings and

structures, its performance is not effected by screening. Appendix B

discusses the advantages and disadvantages of screening as well as the

results of some experiments performed by RADC using a manmade "clutter S

fence" during March-April 1983.

4.4.5 Detection limitations due to multipath

When a transmitted ray is reflected from the surface of the ground •

and is superirm)osed linearly on the ray propagating toward the target,

the two rays may add to provide more energy in the direction of the
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Figure 4.18 Effects of Maltipath on Coverage of Raytheon
165018X Marine Radar • l

target (lobes) or subtract to provide less energy (nulls). Figure 4.18

demonstrates how this phenomenon effects the estimated coverage of the 0 0

marine radar. At angles where the rays add, the detection range of the

system can double; where the rays subtract, the detection range can be

reduced to essentially zero. The figure shows how this effect could 0 0

prevent the operator from obtaining a good track on an in-bound bird.

At the long range, the operator may detect the bird for a few scans but

will lose it as the bird approaches. During the next few scans, the 0 0

operator will not know whether the bird has landed, changed direction

or speed, and consequently, could give no warning of the hazard.
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The AN/TPN-18A and the AN/GPN-21 are also similarly effected by

multipath but to different degrees. The coverage of the ANiGPN-21 is

effected less than the others due primarily to its height. FiLs-c, the

antenna Is many wavelengths above the ground making the spacing between

the multipath lobes smaller in angle. Since the nulls are narrower, 0

the chance that a flock of birds will remain in those nulls for a

significant length of time is smaller. The second advantage of height

is also important. For an AN/TPN-18A or a marine radar, each with an •

antenna approximately 13 feet high, the reflecting multipath surface

will be within a few hundred feet of the radar. Since the radar is in

the middle of a relatively smooth airfield, the multipath ray will be S

very strong creating a lobing pattern with deep nulls. Lobing can be

reduced by growing tall (12 inch) grass as proposed by Clark, et al,

(1] to deter the gulls and bolackbirds from feeding or rcsting in the 41

fields surrounding the runway. However, the flat runways and taxiways

would still cause sijnificant lobing. Lobing can also be reduced by a

low "clutter fence" around the radar to attenuate the energy incident 0

on the ground, but only at the expense of reduced detection capability

for low flying birds. (See Appendix B)

* For the higher AN/GPN-21 antenna, the reflecting multipath surface 0 0

for angles near the horizon is several thousand Leet away and often in

or near an area with trees, buildings, and other complex structures

which do not reflect the strong specular ray necessary to create stronq •

lobing patterns.
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4.5 One-on-One Performance Tests

In the briefings to AFSC and HQ MAC personnel(20,21], it was

recommended that one-on-one perforakince tests be performed between the

AN/GPN-21, AN/TPN-18A, and a marine radar, if one is made available, to

identify the best sensor for use in the interim BIRDWATCH system. The

ARMY TPN-18A and crew were obtained to provide the BIRDWATCH function

from 1 October, 1983 to mid-November when the tests were to be

completed. Two tests were performed by an RADC/MAC team between 25

October 1983 and 4 November 1983. The first test compared the

AN/GPN-21 and the AN/TPN-18A with the Raytheon 162512X marine radar art]

took place on 25 and 26 October 1983. For the second test, HQ MAC

interfaced an AN/MPN-i3 antenna with the transmit/receiver electronics

from a 60kw S-Band marine radar in order to demonstrate the

capabilities of a modified marine radar. This system was tested versus

the AN/GPN-21 and the AN/TPN-18A on 2 and 3 November 1983. In order to

document their relative capabilities simultaneous time-lapse

photography of the best PPI presentation of each system was taken.

Figures 4.19-4.29 document the bird activity as displayed on the

PPI (MTI channel) of the AN/GPN-21 on 25 October 1983. The range rings
* S

are spaced 2 rin apart with every other range ring enhanced. The

maximrm displayed range from the radar is 12 rn. The photos were taken

in 5 minute intervals between 1720 and 1815 (except for a missing one

at 1745). Most of the detections to the north, west and south is bird

activity. Three notable activities are the lines of birds that form to

the west and south during this sequence. The first line visible in

Figure 4.19 is located almost due west between 7 and 8 nim from the
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radar. Figure 4.20 clearly shows the second line at aziruth 190

extending from approximately 2.5 nm to 6 nm. By Figure 4.21, this

second ring is landing at a location approximately 6.5 im and bearing

190 degrees. At this time, a third line is forming between 4.5, 225

degrees, and 6 nm, 205 degrees. Figures 4.22-4.29 show the first and

third lines merging and coming within a mile of the base before landing

at the same location as the second flock approximately 6.5 nm south of

the base.

Figures 4.30a, 4.30b, and 4.30c present the bird activity detected

by the AN/GPN-21, the AN/TPN-18A, and the marine radar within 2 seconds

of each other. This sequence was selected because the extent of the

line from approximately 2 rm to 6 nm clearly demonstrates the relative

capabilities of the three sensors. On the AN/GPN-21 display (Figure

4.30a), the birds show up as very bright targets out to 6 nm. A strong

return is also received from the birds located 3 nm to within 2 ro

northwest of the radar. Figure 4.30b presents the 10 nm PPI display of

the AN/TPN-18A. The range rings are spaced 1 rim apart with an enhanced

ring at 5 nm. While weaker, the system does Jetect the flock between 3

and 7 nm of the radar. (The AN/TPN-18A is located approximately .5 nm

north of the AN/GPN-21, accounting for the range difference.) Within

three miles, the flock is masked by ground clutter although the flock

to the northwest between 2.5 and 2 •n can just be made out. In the

display of the X-Band marine radar (Figure 4.30c), the flocks are not

obvious. A faint line can be seen just within 2 rn to the

west-northwest and some of the detections cut to three nm to south may

be- portions of the same flock, but a long clear line of birds is not 0
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Figure 4.19 Time 1720, 2rim Ranqe Rings, 24nm Total
Diameter AN/GPN-2-1 Radar, October 25, 1983
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Figure 4.21 Time 1730, 2nm Range Rings, 24nm Total
Diameter AN/GPN-2! Radar, October 25, 1983 1
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Figure 4.29 Time 1815, 2rim Ranqe Rinc•s, 24nm Total
Diameter ANiGPN-21 Radar, October 25, 1983
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detected.

Although Figure 4.30a shows two separate lines of birds to the

south and northwest, time-lapse photography clearly infers that these

two lines are really the ends of one continuous line. The birds due
0

west of the radar are south bound and have no radial velocity component

toward the radar. As decribed in section 4.4.2, the MTI attenuates

target returns with little or no radial velocity, such as returns from

buildings, tree, etc. Therefore, it also inhibits the detection of

birds flying tangential to the propagation of the radar energy. This

is a limitation inherent in an MTI processor and, consequently, of the
0

AN/GPN-21 for the BIRDWATCH application.

Figures 4.31-4.40 document the bird activity as displayed on the

PPI (Mr! channel) of the AN/GPN-21 on 3 November 1983. The range rings

are spaced 2 rn apart with every other range ring enhanced. The

maximum displayed range from the radar is approximately 13 mn. The

photos show the display in 5 minute intervals between 1620 and 1705.

Extensive activity can be noted in the vicinity of Bombay Hook National

Refuge approximately 7 to 10 tin to the north, the Little Creek Refuge

located 2-4 rnm to the east and northeast, and over the marshlands

around Frederica located 3-7 tn to the south. The most notable

activity in this series is the intense activity south of the base and

the development of the V-shaped formation extending from 7 to 10 rin

between azimuths 180 and 220.

Figures 4.41a, 4.41b, and 4.41c present the displays of the

AN/GPN-21, AN/TPN-18A, and a version of a modified S-band marine radar,

respectively, within 30 seconds of the s&ne instant. The modified
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Time As Figures 4. 30a and 4.30c. lam
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Figure 4.30c X-Barid Marine Radar PPI Taken At. The Same
Time As Figures 4.30a and 4.30b. inm
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Figure 4.32 Time 1625 AN/GPN-21 Radar PPI, 2nm Ranqe
Rings, 24nm Total Diameter, 3 November, 1983
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Figure 4.34 Time 1-635 AN/G7PN-21C' Radar PPI, 2nm Rancle
Rinas, 24nm Total Diameter, 3 November, 1983
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Figure 4. 35 Time 1640 AN/CPN-21 Radar T�PT , 2nm Ranqe
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Figure 4.38 Time ].655 A•N/GPN-21 Radar PPT, 2nm Range
Rings, 24nri Total Diameter, 3 November, 1.983
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Figure 4.39 Time 1700 AN/GPN-21 Padar PPT, 2nm Range
Rings, 24nm Total Diameter, 3 November, 1983
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Figure 4.41a AN/GeN-21 Radar PPI Taken At The Same
Time As Fiqures 4.41b and 4.41c. 2nm
Rangci Rings, 20nm Total Diameter
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S-Band system, shown in Figure 4.42, consisted of an AN/MPN-13 antenna

and feed combined with the electronics from an S-band marine radar. It

was made temporarily operational by HQ/MAC and Raytheon personnel for

the duration of the one-on-one tests to document its performance and

potential in a BIRDWATCH application. Returns detected on the

AN/GPN-21 that are also detected on the other two radars are a plane at

10.5 nm, 50 degrees (just within 10 nm, 60 degrees on the other radar

displays), two bird flocks at 5 nim, 190 degrees (5.5 tmi, 190 degree on

the others), and assorted bird activity at between 4nm and 5.5 rMr

(3.5nm and 5 in on the others) to the northeast. The large line of

birds, detected by the AN/GPN-21 south of the base between 7.5 nm and

10 nm is not detected by the other two systems. However, the

approaching aircraft at 11.5 nm on the AN/GPN-21 is detected by the

modified marine radar inferring that the birds may be flying too low to

be detected due to screening.

Again, the limitations of the AN/GPN-21's MTI can be seen in these

photographs. An aircraft detected by the AN/TPN-18A and the modified

marine radar at a range of about 5.75 ra and bearing 310 degrees is not

detected on the AN/GPN-21 scope. At this moment, the aircraft is not

flying toward or away from the radar and is attenuated by the MTI

filter.

The results of the test demonstrated that the AI/GPN-21

performance far exceeds the capability of the other radars tested.

Therefore, despite of its limitations, the AN/GPN-21 was chosen as the

interim BIRDWATCH sensor for the immediate future.
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Figure 4.41b AN/TPN-18A Radar Taken At The Same Time
As Figures 4.41a and 4.41c. i.nn Range
Rinqs, 20nm Total Diameter
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Figure 4.41c S-Band Marine Radar PPF Taken At The Same
Time As Fi(qures 4.41a and 4.41b. 2nm
Range Rings, 24nm Total Diameter a 0 S
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5.0 THE INTERIM BIRDWATCH SYSTEM: AN OVERVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS

An interim BIRDWATCH system currently exists at Dover AFB, DE.

The procedures required to implement the system have been jointly

developed by HQMAC/DC, ABCC, the 2016 CS, and the 436 MAW. The current

operation of the BIRDWATC2H system is based on an ATC/BIRDWATCH

operational concept developed by the 2016 CS and a BASH plan formulated

by the 436 MAW. These plans define the close cooperation that exists

between the aircrews, the ATC controllers, the control tower personnel,

and the BIRDWATCH monitors in the attempt to reduce the hazard caused

by bird activity.

As of the middle of November, 1983, the AN/GPN-21 GCA radar has

been performing both the ATC and BIRDWATCH functions. During the end

of 1983, the BIRDWATCH system used the PPI scope normally used for ATC
* 0

training and maintenance. However, with the installation of an extra

PPI scope by the 485th EIG stationed at Griffiss AFB, NY, the impact of

using the AN/GPN-21 radar for BIRDWATCH has been minimized. In adverse

weather or propagation conditions when the radar parameters required to

provide the best display for the ATC function inhibit or reduce the

system's BIRDWATCH capability, a "quick look" procedure has been

developed by the 2016 CS which allows adequate monitoring of bird

activity to be maintaineA. Upon receipt of a request for an advisory,

the radar parameters can be momentarily switched to a more sensitive

setting for improved monitoring of the bird activity. After a few

scans, the BIRDWATCH monitor can assess the level of bird activity and

respond to the request. The radar parameters can then be switched back

to the original settings for normal ATC operation. It
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should be noted that this "quick look" procedure is controlled by the,

ATC personnel and is performed only if air traffic safety conditions

are not compromised. While the BIRDWATCH system uses ATC operators for

monitors, the BIRDWATCH personnel are not authorized to control

aircraft.

The control tower and aircrews contact BIRDWATCH for

reccmmendations on runway selection and confirmation of bird activity

before approval for takeoff or landing. A simple color-coded warning

system, developed during March 1983 by the 436 MAW, is used to indicate

the relative levels of bird activity. A green condition indicates very

low or no activity, a condition that exists primarily between the

months of May and Septemb-er when migratory waterfowl are not present.

A yellow condition indicates that low to moderate bird activity exists

in the vicinity of the base and that the BIRDWATCH system should be

contacted for advisories. The red condition indicates that heavy

activity exists within 10 nm of the base. During this condition, all

local missions are terminated or sent to other locations. Aircraft are

not authorized to take off, land or fly in the Dover AFB area without

contacting BIRDWATCH for advisories. Information to this effect has

been widely distributed through various flight publications and

information manuals.

It is important to note that, while the current interim system has

reduced the hazard to aircraft landing or taking off at Dover AEB, it *

has not eliminated the threat. For example, the interim BIRDWATCi

system has no capability of providing an adequate warning against birds

*that feed and rest on or near the runway or in the fields at the end of *
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the runways. Once the birds are allowed to exist in these areas, they

can fly up in front of an approaching aircraft too quickly to allow

warning by the BIRDWATCH system or avoidance by the aircraft. The only

way to reduce this hazard is to deter the birds from inhabiting these

area.

The risk of a catastrophic incident can be further reduced by

increasing the capabilities of the system's sensor. For instance, most

bird activity occurs below 1500 feet and is no threat to aircraft

except when taking off or landing. Therefore, in order to distinguish

a threatening flock from the other detections, the BIRDWATC1 monitor
* S S

must be able to determine the height of the detected activity. Since

the AN/GPN-21 can only provide range and azimuth information on

detected bird activity, a monitor in the current system cannot make

this distinction and issues many "false" hazard reports to the pilots.

This high "false" report rate is causing the pilots to become

"desensitized" and they take the advisories less seriously. The

implementation of a three dimensional (3-D) radar capability would

greatly improve the credibility of the BIRDWATCH advisories. The

primary areas around the base where height information is most

important are the takeoff and landing corridors. The AN/GPN.-22 PAR

system can provide this information down the one corridor used for

landing. However, a systeiit to provide correlated height, range, and

azimuth information down each landing and takeoff corridor before use

by the aircraft would be a big improvement to the current system.

Three dimensional coverage of local aircraft traffic for 360 degrees

and out to 10 nm will further reduce the bird strike hazard.
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However, since the probability of a bird strike is significantly reduced

above 2000 feet, this secondary coverage is less irportant.

Another current limitation that can be inproved is the clutter

processing and velocity filtering capability of the BIRDWATCH sensor.

Due to the limitations of its clutter filter, the AN/GPN-21 does not 0

detect all of the bird activity around Dover AFB. As shown in section

4, the AN/GPN-21 has three problems. First, the instability of the

transmitter limits the radar's subclutter visibility (SCV), a measure •

of the system's ability to detect small moving targets over large

stationary scatters such as the buildings to the north of the base.

Second, the shape of the Moving Target Indicator clutter filter used in

the AN,/GPN-21 allows detection of small flocks of birds only if they

are traveling toward the radar at velocities exceeding 10-15 knots.

Birds (or aircraft) with little or no velocity vector toward the radar,

i.e. birds that are flying tangentially to the radar beam, will not be

reliably detected. Finally, critical operating parameters of the

current BIRDWATCH such as the STC and RAG attenuation, the use of 4

circular polarization, and the use of the lower gain passive receive

beam of the antenna, are determined by the requirements of the ATC

function. The first two limitations can be reduced significantly 4

through the use of a coherent klystron or TWT transmitter and Doppler

filter processing as exist:s in the AN/GPN-25. The third limitation

requires that tihe BIRDWATCH system have an independent receiver and

processor.

The final limitations of the current BIRDWATCH system concern its

important man-itkhine interfaces and com..lnimction channels.
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Currently, when heavy bird activity exists at Dover AFB, hundreds of

flocks can be detected on the AN/GPN-21 PPI display during each 4

second scan, overloading the processing capability of a human operator.

It is estimated however that, due to the aforementioned limitations of

the AN/GPN-21, a significant fraction of the activity is not detected

on each scan. If these limitations are reduced thru the use of a

coherent Doppler processing system, the number of flocks detected per

scan could be well over a thousand in peak peri.ods. The addition of

height information for each detection would simply add to the overload.

Therefore, same form of automated processing is needed to take full

advantage of the additional improvements. For example, an ideal

automated system would track both aircraft and bird detections,

integrate height information with the established tracks, test the 3-D

bird and aircraft tracks for possible intercepts, and flag potential

intercepts to the BIRDWATCH monitor and/or the ATC controller.

However, such a system does not exist at this time and acquisition of a

future system would require a considerable development.

* 0

*o 0
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6.0 SUMMARY AND CONCWSION

In conclusion, this report has documented the efforts that were

performed by the RADC team to define, analyze, and provide a

radar-based bird hazard warning system. The basic parameters of a

warning system have been defined including an important analysis that

determined the sizing requirements of a BIRDWATCH radar sensor and

provided important guidelines for the development of an operational

concept. Advantages and limitations of existing radars were analyzed

and one-on-one performance tests were performed between selected

systems.
S

An interim system is currently operating at Dover AFB using the

AN/GPN-21 radar. This system significantly reduces the hazard to

aircraft landing and taking off at Dover AFB but does not eliminate the

threat. The limitations of the current system have been identified and

recommendations have been proposed to inprove the effectiveness of a

far term BIID)WATCN system. These recomimendations include the

automation of bird and aircraft tracking and intercept calculations,

the installation of a three dimensional capability to allow estimates

of the height of the bird activity, especially in the landing and

takeoff corridors, and improvements in the clutter cancellation and

Doppler filtering capability of the BIIFWATCH sensor.

PPI photos and audio/video recordings demonstrating the bird

hazard problem at Dover AFB have been sent upon request to HQ MAC, for

use in briefing CINCMAC on the problem and in planning future BIrDWATCH

surveillence efforts and procurements; to USAFALCENT for use in

evaluating operational procedures in hazardous bird environments;
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to Dover AFB for use in local safety programs and reviews; and to the

BASH squadron at Tyndall AFB, the Air Force focal point for 'ird strike

problems.
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APPENDIX A CLUTT'ER PRO)FILE OF THE AN/TPt4-18A RADAR

Major sources of undesired radar returns that degrade the

detection and tracking of targets are backscatter from trees,

buildings, ground terrain, raindrops, and other environmental

scatterers illuminated by the radar. These unwanted returns clutter

the PPI scope or other radar indicators, hence the term clutter, and

often conceals targets of interest. These clutter phenomena are

usually distributed in nature. Clutter returns are classified as

resulting from discrete or distributed objects. Discrete clutter

returns are from isolated scatterers, which are no larger than a radar

resolution cell.* Distributed clutter consists of many point scatterers

and extends over many radar resolution cells in both range and azimuth.

Large patches of distributed ground clutter can severely limit radar

performance since the total energy received from the clutter echo is

generally much greater than that received from the targets of interest.

Ground clutter returns are highly correlated from pulse to pulse

(narrow spectrum around zero doppler shift). One inportant method of

reducing the clutter return displayed on the radar indicator depends

upon this correlation, and is the basis of the MTI (Moving Target

Indicator) Radar. [24] Another less sophisticated method of reducing the

clutter return (as well as the return signal from targets of interest)

is by the simple technique of reducing the system gain at close range.

* The radar resolution cell is that volume bounded by the antenna beam

in azimuth and elevation. The length of the volume in range is
determined by the transmit pulse width. To receive less backscatter
from clutter objects such as rain, a smaller resolution cell is
rcquired. This can be achieved by using a small antenna beam width and , *
a short transmitted pulse.
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This method is known as Sensitivity Time Control (STC). High pass

filtering of the video signal in the receiver will also reduce

interference, and this is referred to as Fast Time Constant (hFTC).

These techniques are implemented in the AN/TPN-18A using a progranmable

attenuator in the receiver which reduces the syscem gain at short range -

where the clutter is strong, and a differentiating circuit in the

receiver before the first video stage. Clutter returns are primarily

from fixed permanent objects in ground based radar systems.

The amount of clutter the radar will see depends upon the height

of the radar antenna above the ground. The clutter return increases

with antenna height and is due to the screening effect of near-in

clutter. The returns from buildings and other manmade structures at

Dover AFB are more intense than the returns from trees and vegetation

because these structures are composed of smooth metallic surfaces,

which are excellent reflectors. Radar returns from these manmade

structures and natural ground clutter are usually much larger than the

reflections from desired targets (bird hazards in this case) and these

clutter returns can severely limit the performance of a radar which

does not employ MTI filtering. Because of this limitation, an

experienced Army Air Traffic Control Team operated the radar at Dover

AFB and determined the severity of the bird hazard conditions when

aircraft were landing and taking off. Even the detection capability of

an MTI Radar will be degraded by very large clutter returns, since no

MTI filter provides complete cancellation.

A Clutter Profile was obtained using the AN/TPN 18A Radar to

characterize the Dover terrain for use in future eviluaLions. To
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obtain the Ground Clutter Profile, the radar system parameters were
* S

adjusted to the following conditions: 200 kilowatts peak power, 0.2

microseconds pulse duration, 1200 pulses per second transmitted, 9125

megahertz center frequency, linear polarization, sensitivity time

control off, fast time constant off, +1/2 degree mechanical tilt and

full receiver gain. To develop an accurate clutter profile, the PPI

gain is adjusted so that receiver noise is barely visible across the

PPI display. Figure Al is a photograph of this setting. Attenuation

is inserted before the receiver front end in steps of 12 dB and the PPI

display is photographed after each step. Figure A2 is a photograph of

the PPI display after 12dB of attenuation is placed before the receiver

front end, there is considerable reduction in the distributed clutter

return, but a minimal reduction in the discrete clutter return. Figure

A3 is a photograph of the PPI display after 24 dB of attenuation is

placed before the receiver front end. Notice that only returns from

discrete clutter remain. The AN/GPN-20 Radar MTI filter will cancel up

to 25 dB of ground clutter return. From this photograph we see that

some of the returns from the hangar buildings and the parked C5A

aircraft will not be eliminated by the MTI canceller. However STC will

reduce the return from the near in clutter enough to clean up the PPI

display. From the clutter profiles in Figures Al through A6 it is

apparent that the performance of any radar will be degraded due to the
* 5 .

strong clutter return over the sector 170 to 280 degrees, however, a

coherent radar with MTI and Doppler filter processing will give the

most accurate indication of a bird hazard over this sector, all other

factoLs being equal in the radar evaluation.
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APPENDIX B CLUTTER FENCE MEASUREMENTS

Conducting shields can be useful in reducing the ground clutter

return received by a radar. The design of a clutter fence for an

X-Band Air Traffic Control Radar was verified by measurements taken
* S

using the AN/TPN-18A radar at Dover Air Force Base (see Figure BI). A

clutter fence at a distance of several hundred wavelengths from the

radar antenna will give a nominal reduction in the ground clutter

return of about 10 to 20 dB. Additional reduction of the clutter

return can be achieved by cutting rectangular slots in the top edge of

the fence. While 10 to 20 dB is a significant reduction in the ground

clutter return, it is not sufficient in areas where the maximum

distributed clutter to receiver noise ratio ranges from 25 to 30 dB or

more over the region of interest. Also, a clutter fence is considered

to be of more practical use where the radar return from high flying

targets is to be enhanced. For low flying targets (as in the Dover AFB

application) an improperly constructed fence may shield the low flying

targets from the radar as well as the ground clutter, and in fact

degrades the sensor performance.

A radar system desiyned at-] configured to perform the Air Traffic

Control function at Dover AFB may be limited by its ability to track

birds. In addition, large returns from the environment, such as parke'd

C5A aircraft and hanger buildings will degrade the sensor capability.

In this application, doppler filtering, range gating and MTI filtering

offer partial solutions if available, but a properly designed clutter

shield would reduce the strict requirements placed on this type of

signal processing equipment.
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0
The electromagnetic field behind a clutter fence can be calculated

using diffraction theory as developod by Scmnerfield in the late 19th

century. For the clutter fence described in Figure B2, the electric

field in the optical shadow region is given by equation Bl, and Figure

B3 shows the resulting knife edge diffraction pattern.

Due to the presence of the clutter fence, a cylindrical wave front

emanating from the top edge of the fence and proportional in magnitude

to the function plotted in Figure B3 is propagated in the optical

shadow region. In the unobstructed region, the original field plus a

disturbing field emanating from the too edge of the fence propagates.

At a distance of several hundred wavelengths from the clutter fence the

field strength will theoretically be down 6 dB at the edge of the

optical shadow region, and the field strength continues to decrease

below this region. 0 0

To obtain high clutter attenuation and low target detection

angles, the clutter fence should be constructed far from the radar

antenna and consequently quite high. This would make the fence quite

expensive. At best, 10 to 25 dB of clutter rejection can be achieved

with a reasonable structure. At Dover Air Force Base, the clutter

shield was tilted away from the radar set, to direct the backscatter 0 0 0

from the clutter fence away from t>,- radar antenna and prevent

overloading of the radar receiver. Many suggestions have appeared in

the literature to further reduce the field strength in the optical . 0

shadow region. Among them are simple serration of the top edge of the

fence at different heights so that cancellation occurs, additional

attenuation of up to several dB may be achieved. 0
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Figure B4 best illustrates the ground clutter problem at Dover
S

AFB. In the sector 170 - 280 degrees, large returns from the parked

C5A aircraft and the hangars interfere with the bird watch mission. A

clutter fence was constructed over this region at a distance of 35 feet

from the radar. The fence was 13' 11" high, and tilted 15 degrees away

from the radar. The antenna was tilted 0.5 degrees above horizontal to

illustrate the worst case clutter environment at Dover AFB. In Figure

B5, the clutter return is reduced over the sector 180 - 270 degrees

covered by the clutter field. This result is not sufficient, because

hazardous bird activity in the optical shadow region will go

undetected. Therefore the noncoherent radar with clutter shielding is

not considered a viable long term solution to the Dover Bird Strike

Hazard Problem.
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APPENDIX C INFORMATION ON HAZARDOUS BIRD SPECIES

This appendix presents additional information on the habits and

characteristics of the hazardous bird species in the Dover AFB area.

The waterfowl present the greatest hazard from October through April
* 0

when they migrate through or winter in the area. Since DAFB lies in

the Atlantic Flyway and is located so close to the Bombay Hook National

Wildlife Refuge and Little Creek Wildlife Area, the base is exposed to
* S

several hundred thousand waterfowl each year. The waterfowl that

present the primary hazard are the Canada Goose, the Mallard, the Black

Duck, Whistling Swans and, during recent years, the Snow Goose. Hawks
* S

and various pest birds such as blackbirds, starlings, and various gull

species represent a year-round hazard.

C.l CANADA GOOSE (Branta canadensis canadensis)

The Canada Geese begin to arrive in the area during the beginning

of October and peak in the area by the end of the month. In the

1977-78 season, the Bombay Hook National Wildlife Refuge reported a

peak of 70,000 Canada geese at the end of October with a wintering

population of 25-30,000 [I]. During migration, the Canadians often fly

to and from the staging areas along the St. Lawrence to the Dover area

in large numbers. Geese are primarily nocturnal migrators but can and

do fly during all hours of the day and night. [2]

While wintering in the Dover area, the flying activity is most

intense within a couple of hours after sunrise and plus or minus one

hour around sunset. In the morning, large numbers of geese will leave

the rcfugc in flocks that easily exceed 20 or 30 birds as they pass
* 0

near the base. From late morning thru the afternoon, the Canadians fly
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in smaller family groups of 4 to 10 birds £25]. Single birds are also

often noted during this time. In the evening, the Canadians fly back

to the resting grounds in various size groups ranging from the small

family groups of less than ten to occasional large groups exceeding

forty or more birds.

However, the flying hours of unpredictable Canadians do not

strictly follow these general trends. In particular, intense activity

and deviations from the above pattern have often been noted preceding a

storm front. The Canadians may stay in the feeding ground well into

the night and next morning feeding heavy in anticipation of several

days of bad weather. Flights back to the resting grounds can then

occur at all hours of the day or night and in the presence. of all but

the heaviest rain [25]. Another source causing deviations in the

general pattern is the hunting activity which begins at the end of

October.

The altitudes flown by migrating Canada Geese vary with weather

condition and distance to be flown. The most likely altitudes range 0

from about 700 feet to 4000 feet[2]. However, in overcast weather,

geese will fly only a few hundred feet above the ground and, in fair

weather, migrating flocks Uf CILIddZI huve been visually sighted by

aircraft pilots at altitudes exceeding 30,000 feet [2]. However, the

Canadas wintering in the Dover area usually fly less than 1500 feet in

their flights to and from the feeding grounds, with a large number of S •

flights less than 500 feet. The typical flying speeds range from 20 to

45 knots although when chased or frightene,, the Canadians can exceed

50 knots. When frightened, Canadians are also capable ot gaining S
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altitude at a rate exceeding 500 feet/ain (a vertical component of

approx. 5 nm/hr).

The Canada goose represents a severe bird strike hazard at Dover

AFB primarily due to their large size (8 lbs avg.) and the large

numbers that winter in the area. Reports by local observers indicate

that the birds, which are indigenous to the area, do seem to be more

wary of the base traffic than the Snow Goose and will tend to go toward

the ground if threatened by an approaching plane.

C.2 SNOW GOOSE (Anser caerulescens atlantica)

The Snow Goose migrates to the Dover area at roughly the same time

as the Canadians, arriving in strength by the end of October. The snow

geese stage along the St. Lawrence River and like the Canadians, fly

into the Dover area in large numbers during all hours of the day and

night. The average wintering populations of the Snow Goose have

increased sharply in recent years. (See Section 2.) During the spring

migration, the population around Dover AFB peaks at over 50,000 birds

in February and March as birds from North Carolina and Virginia enter

the area. These large flocks remain until April when they proceed

northward to the St. Lawrence staging areas.

Like the Canadians, their most intense flying activity occurs

within a couple of hours of sunrise and sunset. However, unlike the

more independent Canadians, the snow geese tend to be a more gregarious

bird, leaving from and returning to their wintering or migrating areas

within a smaller interval of time. Thus snow geese are often seen

flying in larger denser flocks ranging fLuw 40 to several hundred birds

[2] [26]. These denser flocks are especially predominant during the
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0
morning when the snows leave the refuge wintering areas for the various

feeding grounds in Delaware and Maryland. A descriptive analogy given

was that they leave the refuge " like a thundercloud and return like a

string of rainshowers."[26]

Like the Canadians, the morning/evening pattern is a general trend

rather than a rule. Weather fronts, hunting activity, and feeding

conditions can cause high flying activity at other hours. The

migrating altitudes and speeds are also similar to Canadians. Due to

their large size, their tendency to fly in large flocks, and their

increasing population in the Dover area, the snow geese presents a

severe birdstrike hazard as was evidenced by the C5A birdstrike

incident that initiated this study.

C.3 WHISTLING SWANS

Whistling Swans arrive in the Chesapeake Bay area in December and

January with few wintering in the Dover area. In 1978, 700 whistling

swans were estimated to winter in the Little Creek Wildlife Area [l1

and, while swans may feed in the fields a few miles west of Dover, no

large numbers winter or migrate near the base [5]. Thus, while the

size of the whistling swan (16 lbs avg for a large male [2]) makes it a

threat to aircraft, the small number in the vicinity of Dover AFB makes

the whistling swan a minor birdstrike hazard.

C.4 DUCKS

The predominant duck species in the Dover area are the Mallard,

Black Duck, Pintail, and Green-Winged Teal [3] [25]. While the Dover

area is a year-round habitat for the Black Duck, the others winter in

the area, arriving in late November or Decembe. as they are driven
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south by the lack of food in the snow covered north. In 1978, the

Bombay Hook National Wildlife Refuge reported an average wintering

population of 30,000 ducks with peaks over 40000 occurring in Decenber

[1]. The ducks stay no farther south than necessary for food.

Consequently, they begin their northerly trek in late January or early

February during which time the duck population in the local refuges

reaches their primary peak of about 50000 (2].

During migration, the ducks usually fly below 2000 feet with most

of the flights occurring at night. While wintering in the Dover area,

most of the flights to and from the feeding and wintering areas take

place at treetop levels within 200 feet from the ground. Due to the

large number of ducks in the area and fly directly over or near the

base, they are considered a threat to planes taking off and landing at

Dover AFB. However, due to their smaller size (which if injested will

cause less damage to an engine) and their speed and maneuverability in

flight, they are judged to be a moderate birdstrike hazard.

C.5 RAP¶0RS

Marsh Hawks (Circus cyaneus), Ospreys (Pandion haliaetus), and

various owls species are the most common raptors hunting on or near the
* S

DAFB airfield. Of the 8 bird strikes reported in 1978, raptors were

involved in the four incidents in which bird species were identified.

An Osprey was involved in a bird strike with a C-5 during 1977.

Therefore, raptors do represent a significant threat to local aircraft.

However, since raptors usually hunt alone or in pairs, they pose a

minor hazard compared to the Canadian and snow geese.
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C.6 GULLS

The gulls that represent hazards include the Herring Gull, the 0

Ring-billed Gull and the Laughing Gull. These birds inhabit the area

year round and represent the major threat from April to October.

During periods of rain, low ceilings, and low visibility, gulls land on 0

the airfield in large numbers, feeding on earthworms that crawl onto

the runways and taxiways, or the insects exposed by grasscutting

mowers, or just loafing in the relative security of the airfield [1]. -

When the gulls are frightened by an approaching aircraft or loud

unexpected noises, the birds fly up to within 25 to 100 feet of the

ground and circle overhead directly in front of approaching aircraft. 0

Since the gulls tend to react slowly, they are not able to avoid

approaching aircraft and consequently are a major source of birdstrike

incidents. The only way to reduce this hazard is to transform the •

areas around the runways into undesirable resting or feeding grounds.

Suggestions on how this may be performed can be found in an analysis of

the DAFB bird problem performed by the BASH squadron out of Tyndall 0

AFB, FL [1].

C.7 BLACKBIRDS AND STARLINGS

Although small groups of these birds do not present a major 0 0

hazard, large trailing blackbird flocks that exist in the spring and

fall represent a major bird strike threat. Often these birds feed in

grain fields near the base and fly up in the air when frightened by 0 0

approaching aircraft. This hazard can be reduced only if the fields

located off the end of the runways are made inhospitable to these

pests. 0
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APPENDIX D LOG OF DETECTED BIRD TRAFFIC

During the Spring 1983 Project BIEUWTCH mission at Dover Air

Force Base, the Army Air Traffic Control Team compiled a log of all

bird hazard sightings which were reported to the Dover AFB Control

Tower. A sample of the Bird Siting Log appears in Table D-1. Table

D-2 presents a summary of the bird detections logged for each 20 degree

azimuth sector between 15 and 21 March 1983. The analysis of such logs

along with visual observations of bird activity by pilots, RADC

personnel, and the ARMY operators allowed a rapid assessment of the

bird hazard, the AN/TPN-18A's capability and limitations, and the

impact of siting on the radar's performance. It is recormmended that

the monitors keep a similar log of their BIRDWATCH detections, pilot

verifications and any problems noted in using the AN/GPN-21. This

documentation will assist HQ/MAC and AFCC in drafting the

specifications of a future automated system.

Local Range Bearing Flock Flock Antenna Operator
Time (nm) (degrees) Size* Heading Tilt Initials S 0

1241 1-2 030-100 lxl hold 3 DW
1248 3.25 010 l/8xi/8 NW 3 DW
1252 3.25 020 3xi/8 NW 3 DW
1734 4 300 i/8xi/2 hold 2 DW
1740 1.50 180 i/8x1/8 S 1 DW *
1804 1.5-2 355 l(line) SE 2 VL
1807 3.5 330 l/8xi/8 SE 1.5 VL
1810 1.5 355 lxl/10 SE 2 VL
1812 3.5 350 3/4x1/B SE 2 VL

• The flock size was measured in terms of its North-South dimension and
its East-West dimension in nautical miles. The shapes of the flocks
ranged from lines to v-shapes to shapeless blobs and rarely completely
filled the rectangular areas implied by the dimensions given above.

TABLE D-1 SAMPLE OF BIRD DF-TCTTON LOG FOR 15 MARCH 1983 *
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Sector Number of Range of Footnotes
(Degrees) Detections Detections

1 to 20 26 inm to 4 nm (2)
21 to 40 24 1 nm to 4 nm (2)
41 to 60 4 1 nm to 2 nm (1)
61 to 80 6 1 nm to 2 nm (1)
81 to 100 43 1 nm to 4 nm (5)

101 to 120 22 1 nm to 4 nm (5)
121 to 140 14 1 nm to 4 nm (5)
141 to 160 17 1 nm to 5 nm (2),(4)
161 to 180 29 1 nm to 5 run (2),(4)
181 to 200 20 1 nm to 5 n= (2),(4)
201 to 220 12 1.5 nm to 5 nm (2),(4)
221 to 240 14 1.5 nm to 5 nm (2),(4)
241 to 260 6 1.5 nm to 5 nm (2),(4)
261 to 280 17 2 nm to 5 rm (3) (4)
281 to 300 18 2 nm to 5 nm (3) (4)
301 to 320 13 2 rm to 5 nm (3) (4)
321 to 340 31 1 nm to 5 nm (2)
341 to 360 26 1 nm to 5 nm (2)

1.) Screening by 50 foot trees located within 2000 ft severely limited
the detection performance at these azimuths.
(2) Detections within 2 mm were obtained between clutter patches.
(3) Screening by the hangers limited detections to high flying flocks 0

beyond 2 nm.
(4) Clutter patches from buildings and trees limited detection
performance within 2.5 nm.
(5) Low angle screening and low clutter return from Delaware Bay
allowed good detection beyond 1 nm.

TABLE D-2 SUM!MARY OF BIRD DETECTIONS, 15 TO 21 MARCH 1983

1 5
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APPENDIX E SUPPORTING ORGANIZATIONS

Several organizations were directly involved or provided valuable

assistance at various times during the BIRDWATCH effort. Figure E-1

provides a brief history of the effort from its conception in January,

1983 thru the evaluation of the performance tests in November, 1983 and

documents the time frame when the various organizations were contacted

or were significantly involved in the effort.
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FP= average transmitter power (watts)
ts = time taken to perform one volume scan (secords)
RPM = revolutions per minute GrX2

Ae = effective aperture (square meters) = 4,
Gr = power gain of the receiving antenna

= wavelength (meters)
o = radar cross section of target (square meters)

= angular volume searched (steradians) = 2•8f
= one-way 3 dB elevation beamwidth (radians) - Leh

h = height of antenna aperture (meters)
Le = inefficiency of antenna due to weighting
(S/N) = minimum integrated signal-to-noise ratio at threshold detector

A 17.7 dB (sw I, Pd = .8, Pfa = i• 6)0
K = Boltmann's constant = 1.37 x 10-23 w-s/ K = -228.6 dBw-s/ K
Ts = system noise temperature (degrees Kelvin) A Ta +Ttr + Ltr To (NF-1)
NF = noise figure of the receiver
Ta = antenna noise temperature (degrees Kelvin) a 100 K
Tr = noise temperature of transmission line and passive components

connecting the antenna and the receiver (degrees Kelvin) = To(Ltr-1) 0
L = transmitter power loss of antenna due to azimuth weiQhtinq
Fý(e,ý,R) = propagation factors = 1 for free space
Lb = mismatch loss of receiver bandpass filter* Bn'
Bn = noise bandwidth of the receiver (Hz)= 3 dB bandwidth
T = pulse width (seconds)

= non-coherent integration inefficiency of equal amplitude pulses
(2.4 log Np (5<Np<30); 3 log N (30<Np<l00) _____a'__

N = number of pulses per one-way antenn beamwidth 360
= one-way azimuthal beamwidth (degrees) 360

iiF= pulse repetition rate (pulses per second)
Lp = pattern loss = 1.6 dB
Lt = plumbing loss in transmitter
Lr = non-ohmic loss and ohmic loss not included in noise tcTnperature

or receiving antenna gain
Latm = loss in atmosphere (2 way)
Lrain = loss in absorption by rain - .0011 (3.2/f) -2.8 r (dB/Eb)
fr radar operating frequency (GHz)
r = rain rate (mm/hr)
Liog = additional loss in non-coherent integration when a logarithmic

detector is used-, .5 log Np
L ftc = loss in SIN by FM'-3dB
R = range (meters)

TABLE F.1 DEFINITION OF TERMS FOR RADAR RANGE EQUATION
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APPENDIX F RADAR RANGE EQUATIONS

The purpose of this appendix is to present the derivations of the

various forms of the radar range equation used in the text. A more

complete discussion of the radar range equation and its parameters can

be found in the standard radar texts [24] [27) (28] (29). o S

For a monostatic radar system, the signal power S in a single

pulse received from a target at the output of the antenna terminals can

be given as

Ai

(F.l) S = Pt Gt a Ae F' (8,4,R) Lafm Lrjn

(4n) 2 R4

where

Pt - the peak power of the transmitter at the transmitting

antenna terminals,

Gt = power gain of the transmit antenna,

and the other parameters are defined in Table F.l.

The noise N in the receiving system can be. given by

(F.2) N= K Ts Bn

where Bn is assunmd to be the matched filter of the waveform prior to

the detection threshold. Therefore, the single pulse signal-to-noise

ratio (S/N) 1 can be given as

A

(F.3) (S/N) Pt Gf. a Ae F• (OF,R) Latm Lrain

1 (47)2 R, K Ts Bn -0
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This is often called the "track" form of the range equation because the

search volume and the timing required to search that volume are not 0 0

explicitly present in the equation. Since the radar required in the

BIRDWATQI system is a search radar which integrates many returns prior

to detection, the form of the equation must now be changed thru S S

appropriate substitution of parameters.

The transmit gain Gt of the antenna can be related to the volume

illuminated by the transmit energy. 3

(F.4) Gt 4= f Lp La

where n is the volume of the antenna beam and Le and La are the

elevation and azimuth weighting losses of the transmit antenna.

The limited amount of energy or average power Pt available to the D 0

radar can be related to the peak power Pt through the pulse width'e ,

the time required to scan the volume of one beanmidth to , and the

number of target returns Np received within this time. b S

(F.5) P : t-

Tr No

In radars using a PPI display, the multiple target returns are

superimposed on the display, resulting in a noncoherent integration

gain I 9 0

(F.6) 19 NT'LiqLD
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This integration gain can be interpreted by the increase in

signal-to-noise obtain by the equivalent reduction in bandwidth of the

matched filter.

1 0

F.7) Bn - t.Ig.Lb

Substituting these equalities into equation (F.3), the integrated

signal-to-noise ratio at the detection threshold can be given as

(F.8) S/N = Pt a A L LA Lh Li L� tr, Latm Lrain F 4 (8,O,R)

(47r) R"K TS 1 •

Recognizing that

to / IL (the volume of 1 beamwidth) = ts/ Y (the search volume)

the "search" form of the radar range equation can be obtained.

Furthermore, in many systems, the power of the transmitter is not

measured at the antenna terminals; the advertised antenna power gain

does not include waveguide loss, and the signal processing contains

additional losses that may not be addressed by the manufacturer. By

including these additional losses, the form presented in equation (F.9)

and equation (4.2) can be obtained.

(F.9) (S/N) L ,t o Ae L a Lh Li Lp LF L, Latm Lrain F" (O,4,R) tc:
(41r) R4 K Ts 4,

By segregating the parameters unique to a sensor from those that

4 define the surveillance requirement and assuming a typical value for
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the losses, the figure-of-merit or FOM presented in equation (4.1) can

be defined. g

(F.0) FOM ..Pt Ap t - (47) 4i R 4 S/N)

K TS a (E losses)

The above equation applies when the signal return from the target

is competing with noise. When the backscatter from other scatterers

such as the surface of the earth, buildings and trees, or raindrops,

exceed the noise level, the detection of the target is depends on the

(S/C+N). Since the power return from these clutter sources depend on

the same parameters as the target, the radar range equation can be

given as

(F.11) (S/N) F 4 (8,,R) aLP
R 4

where

p S

(F.12) B = _Pt- At Lp LA Lb LL La-m Lrain tQ
(4r) K Ts *

Replacing a'the target radar cross section with Cc ,the radar cross g

section of the clutter, the volume clutter-to-noise ratio can be given

as

b Fd 4 R)q
(F.13) (C/N) 4F0 Li0,,R). i7R•
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(F.14) ac - Nv (+) ý *a 0 e R2 = Kc R2

where Lp. 1 (because the clutter is assumed to be distributed

uniform•.y across the beam),

Nv = the volume reflectivity of the rain

(6.12 x 10-14 ) (rl.6 / -A4 ) (meters) 2 / (meters) 3 ,

r rainrate in millimeters/hour.

The (C+N/N) can now be given as

(F.15) C+N C + - K, 9 F4 (8,4,R) +

(F . . .... ,N+ + . . -N N N RA~

and the equation for (S/C+N) follows directly.

(F.16) (S/C+N) = (S/N) " (N/C+N) =L F (0,c$R)

R2 [S Kc Fc4 (8,ý,R) + R2 l

If the propagation factors Ft = Fc = 1, then the form presented in

Equation 4.3 is obtained.

For the case where C >> N, (ZKC F4(r,e,O) >> R2 ) and the (C+N/N) •

is approximately equal to (C/N). (S/C+N) is then inversely

proportional to the square of the range to the target and clutter.

9 *

(F.17) (S/C+N) = (S/N) - (N/C+N) a Lc FR (8,4,R)
M~C R2 FC4 (0,ý,R)

For the case where C << N, then R >> ZKc F4 (R,6,0) and equation (F.16) . •

reduces to equation (F.11).
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UNCLASSI FIED

ERRATA

12 July 1985
Q0

S RADC-TR-84-7
Title: PROJECT BIROWATCH AT DOVER AFB

Please make the following corrections:

Page 12 Figure 2.7 Delete "(Alfr Corridor Obtained from Ref [711)"

Page 13 Line 4 Change "...snow geese..." to "...average snow
geese..."

Page 25 Line 10 Change "...specific various altitudes ... 1 to
"..specific altitudes..."

Page 27 LOne 5 iChange "...damaging strikes," to "...strikes"

Page 27 Line 7 Change "...120 of these 131 strikes '91.6%)..."

to "...119 of the 130 strikes plotted (91.5%)..."

Page 29 Line 14 Change "....and pulse..." to ".,the pulse ..."

Page 33 8otton Line Change "...low-level operation." to"...low-level

phases of flight."
Page 39 Line 2 Delete " ...idashed line)..."

Page 42 Figure 31.7 Change "Required Blrdwatch Coverage For Landing
A4rcraft" to "Required Birdwatch Coverage For12 Takeoff"

INFORMATION SUBJECT TO EXPORT CONTROL LAWS
This document may contain Information subject to the International
Traffic in Arms Regulation (ITAR) or the Export Administration
Regulation (EAR) of 1979 which may not be exported, released, ordisclosed to foreign nationals Inside or outside the United States
without first obtaining an export license. A violation of the ITAR or
EAR may be subject to a penalty of up to 10 year$ Imprisonment and afine of $100,000 under 22 U.S.C. 2778 or Section 2410 of the Export
Administration Act of 1979. Include this notice with any reproduced
portion of this document.

7w- ROME AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
Air Force Systems Command

Griffiss Air Force Base, NY 13441-5700



Page 43 equation 4.1 Change "I 1 losses)" to "( r- loss, ) where
and page 158, Eq. F.1O ,N A I Y x

'rY Y YI x Y2 x .. x Y n-1 x Y n

Page 44 TABLE 4.1 and
Page 154 TABLE F.1

*Change in Line 11 "...due to weighting" to "due to elevation
weighting"

*Change in Line 14 "w-s/ K" to "w-s/OK" and

"dBw-s/ K" to "dBw-s/aK''

*Change in Line 17 "100 K" to "1O00K''

NOTE: In the equations and calculations of TABLE 4.1 and F.1, the losses are
defined to be quantities equal to or less than unity (decibel values less to
zero). Therefore, to be consistent, the following changes should be made.

*Change In Line 22 6=Bn VI to "1=I/Bn ' for B n '• > I1

*Replace Line 26 "-2.4 log N (dB) (5 < Np < 103)"

"-3 log Np (dB) (30 < Np < 100)"

*Change in Line 30 "1.6 dB" to "-1.6 dB"

*Change in Line 35 "...rain = .0011 (3.2/f)"2.8 r (dB/ft)" to

"...rain in dB -. 00007 f2 3 6 r (dB/km)"r
*Change in Line 39 " ... 5 log Np " to "... -. 5 log N (dB)"

*Change in Line 40 " 3 dB" to "I. -3 dB"

Page 48 Line 5 Replace first sentence in paragrap:. with the A,• ~i'O] Iowing:
"Inserting these values into equation (4.1)

and assuming the total losses to be -10dB,
the figure of merit required for the candidate
sensors is +H1.5 dB watt-seconds/degree Kelvin
or 1.41 x 10 w-s/ 'K."

Page 64 Equation 4.2 Replace equation (4.2) with the following: I
( ) t OAe Le La Lb Li Lp Lt Lr Latm Lra n L t LI%

(4 -r ) R4 K Ts ; ,,



.~ 44

Page 64 Line 2C Change "...the calculation. in..." to
"...the calculation, i.e. F (0,,R) = 1. Also,
L denotes the signal processing losses in thes),s tern. I n..." ••;;-•

Page 65 Line I Change "... ranges at..." to "...ranges in the
absence of rain (Lrain =1) at...

Page 68 TABLE 4.3 Replace the term given as L with La Le

Page 73 Line 3 Change "...performance are 30 dB..," to
"...performance on the bird are 30 dB..."

Page 73 Line 15 Change ". .. the 0 dB point..." to "..the unity.
gain point..."-'

Page 156 Line 10 Change "...where n is the volume..." to "...where
is the volume..."

Page 157 Line 14 Change "...additional losses that..." to
"-,,additional losses L that..." k'

Page 157 Line 16 Change "...and equation (4.2)..." to .-

"...and, with F (6,4,R) =1, equation ..."

Page 157 Equation F.9 Replace equation (F.9) with the following

P. cr A LL4Pt °e Le L a L b LI Lp Lt Lr Latm Lrain Lx ts F (O,J,R)
(S/N)= e(4 .77) 4KTs

Page 158 Equation F.12 Replaceequation (F.9) with the following:
Pt A L L Lb L p L t Lt LLat Lrain Lx tsZ= teeabIptramri

•: (4-r-) K Ts

Page 159 Equation F.15 Change "...F (e, ,R)..." to "...F (eO,R)..."

Page 159 Line 13 Change "...F (r, 6o "...F (8,0,R)..."

Page 159 Line 17 Change "...F (R,8,4)..." to ".F (O,$,R)..."

I
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I Jun 04

MEMORANDUM FOR DTIC-OCQ
ATTN: Larry Downing
Ft. Belvoir, VA 22060-6218

FROM: AFRL/IFOIP

SUBJECT: Distribution Statement Change

1. The following documents have been reviewed and have been approved for
Public Release; Distribution Unlimited:

ADB084552, "Project Birdwatch at Dover AFB", RADC-TR-84-7

ADB 191869, "Acousto-Optic Beam Steering Study", RL-TR-94-121

AD0800669. "Use of Commercial Broadcast Facilities for Emergency DoD
Communications", RADC-TR-66-392

ADB058979, "Multi-Rate Secure Processor Terminal Architecture Study", RADC-TR-81-77,
Vol 1.

ADB053656, "16 KB/S Modem (AN/GCS-38) CONUS Test", RADC-TR-80-89

ADB055136, "VTNSON/AUTOVON Interface Applique for the Modem, Digital Data,
AN/GCS-8", RADC-TR-80-341

ADB043556, "16 KB/S Data Modem Partitioning", RADC-TR-79-278

ADB029131, "16 Kilobit Modem Evaluation", RADC-TR-78-127.

2. Please contact the undersigned should you have any questions regarding this
document. Thank you very much for your time and attention to this matter.

S ITN OI fficer
Information Directorate
315-330-7094/DSN 587-7094


